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OVERVIEW
Together, school districts and educators, can help students develop social-emotional learning competencies
by intentionally teaching these skills, by implementing educational neuroscience learning strategies, by practicing
culturally responsive classroom-management, and by approaching this

ork

ith a gro th mindset.

Goals of the Toolkit
To increase educators’ a areness, kno ledge, and skills regarding social-emotional learning
To promote collaboration bet een educators, community, and families to address the socialemotional learning competency development of all students
To enhance kno ledge of educational practices that promote social-emotional learning
competency development
To provide tools and resources to educators to help improve students' social-emotional skills
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BACKGROUND
Significant progress has been made in the United States to establish Social-Emotional Learning as a component
of education policy. On vecember
ESSA ,

,

5, President Obama signed the bipartisan Every Student Succeeds Act

hich reauthorizes the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of

65 ESEA . ESSA

contains several elements that support social and emotional learning and provides fle ibility for states and local
school districts to define and assess student success.
One e ample is in Title IV, LEAs

ho receives allocations under section 4 5 are required to implement

comprehensive programs that foster safe, healthy, supportive, and drug free environments that support student
academic achievement including programs that support a healthy, active lifestyle , help prevent bullying and
harassment , and establish learning environments and enhance students’ effective learning skills that are essential
for school readiness and academic success such as by providing integrated systems of student and
family supports Every Student Succeeds Act, Sec. 108, 2015 . For more information on Indiana’s ESSA’s plan,
please click here.

Audience For The Toolkit
The toolkit is designed to be a starting point for school staff to begin integrating SEL into their teaching practices.
Administrators and any educator in the school community can use this toolkit to find initial strategies and resources
to improve student social, emotional, behavioral, and academic skills. The information, kno ledge, and tools can be
used by individual educators to develop personal skill sets, by professional learning communities focusing on SEL, by
school counselors to assist in guidance curriculum and/or small group counseling, school social
the

ork

orkers to support

ith students and families, and by school administrators as a resource to promote the social-emotional skill

development of the educators, students, and families in your school community. Although the toolkit provides some
fundamental SEL tools and information, those

ho

ant to dig deeper into SEL should begin

orking on a district-

ide integration plan to ensure a coordinated, consistent, and vertically aligned program.

Toolkit Organization
The toolkit has t o primary sections.

SECTION 1
EXPLORING SEL
1. What is Social-Emotional Learning?
2. Brief SEL Research: Why SEL?
3. Implementation: What is Needed? Ne t Steps
4. Educational Best Practices for SEL
Implementation

SECTION 2
PK-12 SEL RESOURCES
This section is solely dedicated to providing
sample activities and resources that demonstrate
multiple ays educators can infuse the Indiana
Social-Emotional Learning Competencies into
daily practice.
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SECTION #1: EXPLORING SEL

What Is
SocialEmotional
Learning?

WHAT IS SOCIAL-EMOTIONAL LEARNING?
Social-emotional learning refers to a

ide array of kno ledge, attitudes, and skills that are essential both to

students' academic and overall postsecondary success. Critical analysis, emotional a areness, problem-solving,
conflict-resolution, team ork, and decision-making are all e amples of the kind of SEL skills necessary for
success yet these are not typically measured by the traditional assessments in our schools. The Collaborative for
Academic, Social, and Emotional Learning herein referred to as CASEL as been a leader, a catalyst, advocate, and
a collaborator serving the field of Social and Emotional Learning herein referred to as SEL . CASEL describes SEL
as the process through

hich students gain and effectively apply the kno ledge, attitudes, and skills necessary to

understand and manage emotions, set and achieve positive goals, feel and e press empathy for others, develop
and maintain positive relationships, and make responsible decisions [ ].
The intentional goals of teaching, practicing, and the full implementation of SEL programs are to nurture the
development of the five core interrelated sets of cognitive, affective, and behavioral competencies: self-a areness,
management, social a areness, relationship skills, and responsible decision making [ ]. According to Elias[ ], SEL
increases students' ability to integrate thinking, feeling, and behavior to achieve academic success and life tasks.
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Systemic Implementation of Social-Emotional Learning
CASEL demonstrates that systemic SEL is promoted across multiple conte ts each day. Social-emotional
learning needs to be more than just a single program or a series of lessons. It is about ho
learning happens, as

ell as

hat you teach and

competencies as sho n in the belo

teaching and

here you learn. CASEL's frame ork identifies five core SEL

graphic [ ]. The key component to systemic implementation is to make

SEL a priority and to fully implement across multiple settings – districts, schools, classrooms, families, and
the

ider community.

School Climate & Social-Emotional Learning
School climate is associated

ith the quality and character of school life. Patterns of students', parents' and

educators' school e periences measures school climate. School climate also reflects the norms, goals, values,
interpersonal relationships, teaching and learning practices, and organizational structures [ ]. Indications of a
positive school climate include perceptions of emotional and physical safety, support, inclusiveness, respect,
challenge, and engagement. Social-emotional learning and school climate are complementary and
interconnected [

]. SEL and school climate are

ithin all settings and impact student-educator interactions,

and influence students and teachers directly and indirectly. By embedding social-emotional learning
programming, it provides opportunities for students and staff to develop social-emotional competence,
therefore enhancing a positive school environment.
Social-Emotional Learning Educator Toolkit
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RESEARCH
The research base for SEL is strong,

ith a long history of rigorous studies, longitudinal follo - ups and

multiple replications. The findings all point to desired attitude, behavioral, and academic outcomes.
Ultimately, SEL has a positive impact on student achievement as

ell as employability and overall mental

ellbeing.
According to a

meta-analysis of

studies involving more than

participated in evidence-based SEL programs sho ed an
compared to students

,

students, those students

ho

percentile-point gain in academic achievement,

ho did not participate in SEL programs [ ]. Students

ho participated in SEL programs

also demonstrated the follo ing attributes: increased academic achievement; increased development of social
and emotional skills; improved attitude to ard self and others; improved positive social behaviors and decreased
conduct problems and emotional distress. The chart belo

displays the results of this meta-analysis study by

identifying the positive effects of SEL programming on student attitudes, student behaviors, and school
performance.

ATTITUDES

BEHAVIORS

SCHOOL PERFORMANCE

Better sense of community

More class participation

Improved math, literacy, and
social study skills

Higher academic motivation

Stronger pro-social skills

Higher achievement test scores
+ 4%

Better understanding of
consequences

Improved attendance

Higher grades + %

Better coping skills

Reduction in discipline
referrals

Improved metacognition skills

Increased attitude to ard
school & learning

On track to graduate

Improved problem-solving skills
Improved planning skills
Use of higher level reasoning
skills
Improvements in reading
comprehension

Table [ ]
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0indergarten students

ith stronger social-emotional skills

school and college and have stable, full-time employment

ere more likely to graduate from high

hile being less likely to commit crimes, be on

public assistance, and have drug, alcohol, and mental health problems[4].

Financial Benefits of SEL Programs
A study by Belfield, Bo den, 0lapp, Levin, Shand, Zander of the projected economic return from si
evidence-based SEL programs found that all of them sho ed a return on investment [5]. The aggregate result
sho s considerable benefits relative to costs,
interventions. Meaning, on average, there

ith an average benefit-cost ratio of about

to among the si

as an $ return on investment for every one dollar spent, a

substantial economic return.

Connection To College & Career Readiness
A Forbes report on the

skills employers most

ant in

5 graduates ranked the follo ing four skills

at the top:
the ability to ork in a team,
the ability to solve problems,
the ability to make decisions, and
the ability to communicate verbally
In the
skills,

ith people inside and outside an organization [6].

6 World Economic Forum [ ] report, 6 most critical

st century skills

ere identified. Of these 6

ere social and emotional skills further demonstrating the need for students to learn social-emotional

skills if they are to thrive in the

orkplace of the future.

Positive Impact on Teachers
Teachers’ social-emotional competence and
interactions

ith students,

ellbeing reflect in their classroom behavior management and

hich significantly impacts relationships. Teachers

ith higher social-emotional

competence organize their classrooms and provide emotional and instructional support in
associated

ays that are

ith a high-quality classroom climate [8]. It is important to recognize the teacher’s o n SEL

competence and emotional
According to the
This stress score is tied

ellbeing help ensure effective implementation of SEL programming.

4 Gallop Poll survey, 46% of teachers report high daily stress during the school year [ ].
ith nurses for the highest rate among all occupational groups. This high rate causes

orry for multiple reasons. First, it is important that people are fulfilled and feeling satisfied in their careers.
With almost ½ of teachers reporting daily stress, it appears satisfaction and fulfillment are not being met by
many. Secondly,

hen teachers are feeling over helmed and stressed, then these feelings

into the learning environment—therefore impacting students. Finally,

Social-Emotional Learning Educator Toolkit
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SEL program, it is imperative that teachers are modeling these skills. Teachers that are stressed,
over helmed, and disengaged

ill be incapable of modeling SEL competencies on a consistent basis.

When e amining research studies that implemented SEL programs focusing to improve student behavior
and promoting SEL among students, the results not only addressed these issues but also sho ed a reduction in
teacher stress [ ]. Results of other studies supported these results

ith other complementary findings:

Lo er job-related an iety and depression [ ].
Increased classroom student-teacher interactions [ ].
Enhanced teacher engagement [ ].
Increased perceived job control [ 4].
In the past fe

years, interventions have sought to improve teachers’ social-emotional competence to

address stress management in schools. Researchers found positive results

ith programs that focused

specifically on mindfulness.
The researchers found that compared to a control group, teachers

ho received CARE Cultivating

A areness and Resilience in Education training sho ed greater improvements in adaptive emotion regulation
and mindfulness, and reducing psychological distress and time urgency a feeling of time pressure and needing
to hurry through daily tasks [ 5]. In the classrooms
emotional support

ith teachers

ho received CARE training, their levels of

ere sustained throughout the school year, ho ever, in control-group classrooms, the

emotional support fell as the year

ent on. Mindfulness programming continues to receive positive data

outcomes both for student and teacher results.

Summary
Not only has research demonstrated a positive impact on the behavioral and academic impact on students,
but SEL programming has a positive impact on the overall

ellbeing on teachers as

and comprehensive implementation of SEL programming is a
come for all recipients

ell. Investing in a systemic

in- in both in the present and for years to

ithin the school community.

Social-Emotional Learning Educator Toolkit
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“At a time when the traditional structures of
caring have deteriorated, schools must become places where teachers and students live together,
talk with each other, and take delight in each other’s company. My guess is that when schools
focus on what really matters in life, the cognitive ends we now pursue so painfully and artificially
will be achieved somewhat more naturally...It is obvious that children will work harder and do
things—even odd things like adding fractions—for people they
love and trust."
~Nel Noddings

IMPLEMENTATION
First it is important to recognize the implementation of SEL programming
time, patience, and persistence. No matter ho
program can be met

ill be a process that

ill take

much data or positive narratives shared, implementing a ne

ith some resistance by people that do not fully recognize the importance of integrating

social emotional competencies for effective learning. vespite this challenge, it is imperative to stay the course.
Remember, social-emotional learning competencies are foundational skills, helping to ensure students have
the social, emotional, behavioral, and academic skills necessary for lifelong success. When

orking to build an

SEL program, it is best to identify other educators in your school that have a passion for SEL programming.
The Multi-Tiered Systems of Support MTSS team may be the best group, as this team is an established group
of educators that use data to meet the needs of all students. The follo ing steps provide guidance in
developing a comprehensive, data-driven SEL program.

Administrative Support
SEL Advisory Team
School-Wide Program
Professional Development
Collaboration
Policy & Procedure
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Administrative Support

With administrative support, SEL becomes a priority. The principal can lead by helping create a

school- ide vision of students’ social, emotional, behavioral, and academic development for a safe and
supportive learning environment. Within this vision, it clearly articulates ho
pivotal role in addressing the needs of the students and 'ho ' the school

SEL programming plays a

ill support educators, students,

and families in achieving this succes. Additionally, the administrator can help secure funding to support
the

ork that

ill be necessary for the SEL program to be successful.

Flagged: As it relates to full implementation, it is important to discuss the
administrator's role in evaluation. As teachers and counselors begin to integrate
SEL lessons and strategies into their daily classrooms, it is critical they kno
are fullysupported. All educators need to be assured they

they

ill NOT be scored lo er

on an evaluation if the administrator observes their classroom and they are engaged
in an SEL lesson and/or strategy at that moment, instead of the 'regularly scheduled
content lesson. It is advantageous to pause a lesson and respond to the needs of the
students. It also demonstrates to students that you care and sends them a strong
message that your classroom is a safe and supportive environment.

SEL Advisory Team
With administrative support, it is important to get a core group of educators together to e amine the
baseline data, e plore the needs of your school community, the readiness for SEL programming,
professional development needs, and the current SEL activity taking place in the school. The MultiTiered System of Supports MTSS team is a great entry point to this discussion. The MTSS team may
become the SEL Advisory team or suggest members that

ill become the SEL Advisory team. Regardless,

it is recommended to begin the SEL comprehensive program discussion and SEL Advisory Team
development

ithin the current structure of the MTSS model that e ists in the school.

A central aspect of the MTSS model is using data to determine fidelity of
implementation of instructional strategies and to measure the effectiveness of strategies
that were implemented. Continuous assessment and monitoring of students determine
their progress toward mastery of core content, social/emotional learning, and behavioral
skills and strategies are employed to help them achieve academic success.

Social-Emotional Learning Educator Toolkit
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Possible Questions
What are the needs of the students in the school community?
What data are used to demonstrate these needs? Are these the best data sources?
What program s does the school currently use to teach social-emotional learning
competencies?
What level of kno ledge does the current staff have regarding SEL competencies?
What
level of skills doesReadiness
the current staff have regarding SEL competencies?
Assessing
Social-Emotional
The follo ing resources and tools can be used to assist districts and school administrators as they

ork

to implement comprehensive social-emotional learning programs.
CASEL’s District Resource Center
CASEL has an online suite of tools accessed by users

orld ide that provides guidance and

support for districts and schools to implement high-quality, evidence-based SEL in their
communities. Link to CASEL's resource here.
District and School Leader Readiness Tool
The Regional Educational Laboratory REL Mid est Educator Effectiveness Research
Alliance, REL Mid est developed this tool to help district and school administrators gauge
the e tent to

hich district and school leaders have the necessary training, support, and

school culture to facilitate the identification and ongoing professional development of
teacher leaders. The results of this assessment can be used to generate a list of areas for
improvement, resources needed, and ne t steps to increase readiness to cultivate effective
teacher leadership. Click here to access the District and School Leader Readiness Tool.
Teacher Self-Assessment Tool
The Regional Educational Laboratory REL Mid est Educator Effectiveness Research
Alliance, REL Mid est and the Center on Great Teachers and Leaders developed this tool for
teachers to self-assess their kno ledge, skills, and competencies to serve in teacher
leadership roles. Teachers,

orking either on their o n or

ith their peers, coaches, or

evaluators, can use this tool to assess their level of readiness for being a teacher leader and
develop a plan to prepare themselves for leadership. Click here to access the Teacher SelfAssessment Tool.
Self-Assessing Social and Emotional Instruction and Competencies: A Tool for Teachers
The Center on Great Teachers and Leaders developed this tool as a self-assessment designed
to help educators reflect upon
and

their current teaching practices that impact student SEL,

their o n SEL competencies to implement those teaching practices. Click here to

access the Teacher Self-Assessment Tool. Self-Assessing Social and Emotional Instruction
and Competencies: A Tool for Teachers.
Social-Emotional Learning Educator Toolkit
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School-Wide Program
Using the data collected from the Advisory Team planning meetings, the ne t step is to create a
comprehensive school- ide SEL program. In doing so, developing common SEL terminology is an
important strategy so all educators, students, families, and community members have a shared
understanding

hen discussing these skills and competencies. What level of kno ledge does the current

staff have regarding SEL competencies?
The school- ide program clearly outlines the SEL school goals and ho

these goals connect to the

School Improvement Plan. Additionally, the plan needs to include evaluation measures so there is a clear
and transparent

ay to demonstrate the effectiveness of the SEL program implementation.

Social-emotional learning programs are implemented as part of a school- ide effort that requires
the cooperation and support of all school staff and, ideally, families and the community as
staff provide direct instruction, practice and e perience in SEL skills that is embedded

ell. School

ithin the

curriculum. Families reinforce the SEL skills outside of the school to provide additional opportunities to
practice the skills as

ell as demonstrating to students the importance of SEL. The community provides

support services in various capacities e.g., before/after school care reinforcing SEL skills, tier &
supports to students needing services, etc.

hich indicates SEL is vital to student success.

Instructional Strategies Supporting SEL Implementation
When

orking on SEL school- ide implementation, it is

important to focus on the instructional strategies of all
educators. The Center on Great Teachers and Leaders identified
teaching practices that

ere most common across si

selected research- based SEL programs and eight SEL scholars.
The

practices are not e haustive, but they represent

instructional strategies that can be used in classrooms to

"Kids need to be in to eel and see
their orth, alue, and purpose in the
school be ore they're oin to be able
to carry that out into the uture.
Simply put, i you ant the kids to
respect and use SEL, you can't just
teach this stu -- you ha e to li e it."
- Dr. Maurice Elias

support positive learning environments, social-emotional
competencies, and academic learning [ ]. A brief description of
the

instructional strategies are included. To find more

information, click here for the full report, Teaching the Whole
Child Instructional Practices That Support Social-Emotional
Learning in Three Teacher Evaluation Frameworks.
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1. Student-Centered Discipline
Student-centered discipline refers to the types of classroom-management strategies teachers use
in their classrooms. Effective student-centered discipline utilizes disciplinary strategies that are
developmentally appropriate, culturally responsive, trauma responsive, prioritize relationshipbuilding, and strive to find intrinsic motivation

ith students.

2. Teacher Language
Teacher language refers to ho

the teachers talk to students. Focusing language on effort,

support, and ackno ledging small gains is important and necessary for all students. It is also
essential in relationship-building, gaining trust, and building a safe learning community.
Educators need to

ork on developing gro th mindset language skills process praise--more

information and resources can be found in the ne t section .

. Responsibility and Choice
Responsibility and choice refers to the degree to
decisions about their

hich teachers allo

students to make responsible

ork in their classroom. Student voice is a critical element in a SEL program and

ithin a positive school climate. Students need to feel empo ered and their thoughts, opinions, and
ideas matter. Link here to find Student Voice Reflection Activities

. Warmth & Support
Warmth and support refers to the academic and social support that students receive from their
teacher and from their peers. Students need to feel they matter and people care about them.
Teachers can implement intentional activities to sho

students genuine interest and build rapport

e.g., morning meetings, circles, one-on-one meetings, greet students entering class, etc. .

5. Cooperative Learning
Cooperative learning refers to a specific instructional task in

hich teachers have students

ork

together to ard a collective goal. There are five key elements to implement cooperative learning
effectively

positive interdependence,

individual accountability,

promoting one another’s

successes, 4 applying interpersonal and social skills, and 5 group processing the group discusses
the findings and any progress to ard goal . Link here to find Cooperative Learning Techniques
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. Classroom Discussions
Classroom discussions refers to conversations students and teachers have around content. It is
important to remember that not all students have strong communication skills. Teaching students
ho

to engage in critical conversations

especially

ith both peers and adults is an essential life skill,

hen they do not agree.

. Self-Reflection & Self-Assessment
Self-reflection and self-assessment are instructional tasks
think about their o n

here students are asked to actively

ork. For students to be able to reflect, they must first assess their

ork. It

becomes a continuous improvement cycle that needs to be taught. Goal-setting needs to be
included in this cycle as

ell as giving and receiving feedback.

8. Balanced Instruction
Balanced instruction refers to teachers using an appropriate balance bet een active instruction and
direct instruction, as

ell as the appropriate balance bet een individual and collaborative learning.

Using multiple strategies helps provide an engaging learning environment and gives several
opportunities for students to practice SEL skills.

. Academic Press and Expectations
Academic press refers to a teacher’s implementation of meaningful and challenging
academic e pectations focus on the teacher’s belief that all students can and

ork, and

ill succeed. Setting

high e pectations sho s a belief that all students are capable of learning and succeeding--it is
important that academic supports are also included

ith the academic rigor.

10. Competence Building—Modeling, Practicing, Feedback, Coaching
Competence building occurs

hen teachers help develop social-emotional learning competencies

systematically through the typical instructional cycle: goals/objectives of the lesson, introduction to
ne

material and modeling, group and individual practice, and personal self-reflection.
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Essential Social-Emotional Skills For Students
Just as teaching strategies are important for educators, kno ing the skills to teach to students are just as
important. CASEL identified 5 social-emotional skills essential in students' overall social and emotional gro th
and development. These skills have been demonstrated in sound character and social-emotional development, as
ell as to help students see themselves and their learning as positive resources for their families, schools,
orkplaces, and communities [ ]. The infographic belo

displays these 5 social-emotional skills.

Link to Essential Skills for Social-Emotional Learning Infographic.
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Professional Development
Professional development is necessary and needs to be ongoing. Research sho s teachers implement
SEL programs more successfully
deliver it

hen they have a positive attitude to ard the program, are motivated to

ith fidelity, and are confident that they possess the skills and kno ledge to do so

ell [ ]. An

additional finding from the vurlak study [ ] found students demonstrated improved academic performance
only

hen teachers, as opposed to researchers or community members, implemented SEL programs, further

supporting the need for comprehensive training for all teachers. Ensuring all teachers are equipped

ith

adequate and ongoing SEL professional development is essential to the SEL program implementation,
sustainability, and overall effectiveness.
The kinds of professional development activities that are beneficial include training staff in children’s

"I could
connect with
an ideamethods,
social-emotional development, modeling and practice of constructivist
andnot
project-based
teaching
of who you people really were

multimodal instruction, coaching, and mutual feedback from colleagues.
A one-time training

through the site."

ill not be effective in developing the level of confidence necessary or the level of

kno ledge or skills needed for long-term success. Educators need ongoing coaching and continuous support
hen learning and teaching SEL skills to students [ ]. When facilitating professional development activities,
it is important to educate on typical child and adolescent social-emotional development and conduct
trainings using a constructivist approach to learning

hile also modeling the SEL skills you are teaching and

desire your participants to learn and practice .
After initial rollout of the professional development phase, use the data collected during your planning
phase and continuous improvement data to offer topical trainings and/or tiered-level trainings so you can

"I wanted to know what

customize and differentiate to the
needs
specific
you
wereofbest
at, educators in your school s .

specifically
enjoyed."Tips
Additional Professional
Development
vevelop a

[

]

ide range of professional development activities for all levels and content areas

of educators, including support staff and parents.
Teach the educators about their o n social-emotional competence and biases and ho
their personal biases can influence their teaching and interactions

ith students.

Provide targeted training on the impacts of trauma and the importance of traumaresponsive approaches to teaching.
vemonstrate ho

Student Service professionals e.g., school counselors, school social

orker, school psychologist, school nurse play a critical role in SEL and school climate
initiatives, especially for students

ho need more intensive supports and/or to support you

as you role out SEL programming.
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Collaboration
The

ork of SEL is not done in a vacuum. The SEL Advisory Team

e pand partnerships

ill be

orking to strengthen and

ith mental health agencies, after-school agencies, club sponsors, coaches and

families. Identify the school's current partners and seek to e pand these partnerships. What gaps do you
have in serving your students? vo you have providers that meet the linguistic needs of your school
population? Religious populations? Invite your partners to SEL trainings to ensure everyone is equipped
ith the kno ledge and skill set to be good mentors and models of the SEL skills that are being taught
and e pected in the school. With increased stakeholders involved in supporting student SEL
development, the greater the impact

ill be.

Key Strategies
could not connect with an idea
Collaboration and Referral Information to Mental Health"IOrganizations
School policies need to describe the "ho ,

whotoyou
people
really
hen, and of
here"
refer
families
forwere
mental

the
health services. All educators need to be trained on the policythrough
and need
tosite."
have training
on ho

to support students both at school and

hen they return to school after receiving

mental health services.
Family Partnerships
All educators need to take a strength-based approach to communication

ith families.

Work to be inclusive and strive to find opportunities that encourages family participation
throughout the school year. It is critical to convey that families/parents are vital to
student success.

"I wanted to know what

Community Partners

you were best at,

Within a school district
are several
community organizations,
specifically
enjoyed."

ork to build partnerships

ith youth-serving community partners that support the mission and vision of your
school.
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Policy & Procedure
The school's policy and procedures need to align

ith the fundamental premise of SEL. If there is a

discrepancy, it needs to be addressed and taken to the School Board to be addressed. A common e ample is
that of school discipline. A zero tolerance policy

ould not be in alignment

ith a school that is implementing

a comprehensive SEL program. Instead, a positive school discipline approach that embraces a Restorative
Practices policy

ould align

ith an SEL model school.

An e ample "ne " policy/procedure that a school may

ant to adopt

ould be adding SEL to the school

report card. Making a shift to a holistic approach to teaching and learning needs to include both the
formative and summative assessment measures. Here is a resource to assist in the development of these
tools: The Other Side of the Report Card: Assessing Students’ Social, Emotional, and Character

"I could not connect with an idea

Development. Corwin.

of who you people really were

Evidence-Based SEL Programming
Lastly,

through the site."

orking to adopt an evidence-based SEL program that meets the needs of your students is an

important goal. It is imperative to e amine the criteria of the evidence-based program before adopting and
purchasing. A fe
Ho

questions to consider include:
much does this program cost?

vo I need to obtain formal training

ith the developer of the program?

Is there a rene al to the training process? If yes, ho

many years?

What is the cost per student?

"I wanted to know what

What is the effectiveness of the program? Based on several factors of SEL implementation:

you were best at,

Whatspecifically
does this program
need me to do to get the same results?
enjoyed."
Ho

does the school implement the program

ith fidelity?

What is adequate training for staff to achieve optimal results?
Are parents involved in the program?
Fidelity of program implementation is critical. Often, evidence-based programs are purchased and
implemented, yet parts of the program are not fully e ecuted.
Below are a list of websites that offer evidence-based programs for your review.
CASEL has an online suite of tools accessed by users

orld ide that provides guidance and

support for districts and schools to implement high-quality, evidence-based SEL in their
communities. Link to CASEL Program Guides
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SAMHSA is committed to advancing the adoption of evidence-based interventions related to mental
health and substance use. In April

8, SAMHSA launched the Evidence-Based Practices Resource

Center Resource Center that aims to provide communities, clinicians, policy makers, and others in
the field

ith the information and tools they need to incorporate evidence-based practices into their

communities or clinical settings. Link to Evidence-Based Practices Resource Center

The What Works Clearinghouse WWC revie s the e isting research on
different programs, products, practices, and policies in education. Our goal is to provide educators

"I could
not connect
with anfrom
ideahighith the information they need to make evidence-based decisions.
We focus
on the results
quality research to ans er the question What

of who you people really were
orks in education?
through the site."

Blueprints For Healthy Youth Development helps you easily identify evidence-based programs that
help young people reach their full potential. Get ahead of serious challenges that influence children's
success

ith programs that have the highest standards for promoting pro-social behavior, academic

success, emotional

ell-being, physical health and positive relationships.

"I wanted to know what
you were best at,

U.S. vepartment of Health and
Human Services
specifically
enjoyed."HHS : A database

ith hundreds of evidence-based

interventions and resources to improve the health of communities, informed by science-based,

-

year national objectives to measurably improve Americans' health. Searchable by multiple criteria,
including strength of evidence, population group, intervention type, and resource type. Find
resource here: Healthy People 2020.

The Promising Practices Network site features summaries of programs and practices that are
proven to improve outcomes for children. All programs have been revie ed for quality and to
ensure that they have evidence of positive effects.
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BEST PRACTICES
CASEL recommends using the the S.A.F.E. Sequenced, Active, Focused, E plicit model

hen implementing

SEL instruction [ , 6]. The S.A.F.E. model is also highly effective in promoting SEL e pertise in adults [ ], so it is
important to remember this acronym not only in student programming but also in professional development
programming. Blyth, Olson, and Walker added an "R" Reflection to the original model [ 8], no
S.A.F.E.R. model Sequenced, Active, Focused, E plicit, Reflection ,

making the

hich is fully defined and described in detail

belo .

Sequenced
SEL program has a clear series of steps; connected and coordinated skill development
voes the program apply a planned set of activities to develop skills sequentially in a step-by
step fashion?
Important to Provide Details & Steps
For many students, these skills may be ne . vo not make any assumptions that students kno
hat you are teaching. von’t skip steps. von’t skip details. Go slo —take your time and go step
by step in the skill you are teaching. Think about the best scope and sequence for students. Not
all students

ill be starting at the same place, so breaking skills into small steps

ill be

important and providing clear goals and opportunities for mastery at all levels is essential.

A ctive
Activities need to be e periential, hands-on, engaging, and provide students multiple
opportunities to practice the SEL skills
voes the program use active forms of learning such as role-plays and behavioral rehearsal
feedback?
Important to Model SEL Skills
It is critical to demonstrate and model to the students

hat you e pect and

hat others

e pect these skills to look and sound like. For e ample, tone of voice is just as an important
component of an apology as saying "I am sorry," so hearing and seeing their teachers give a
genuine apology can be a po erful e perience for a student.
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A ctive cont .
Process Questions
What did you SEE me doing?
What did you HEAR me saying?
What did it feel like to be my friend in this situation?
What emotions can you identify?
For others in the class that

ere observers,

*Remember, as an educator, you are constantly being

hat did you see, hear, feel?

atched by your students. Therefore, you are

al ays modeling these skills. Be a good role model inside and outside of the classroom!

Focused
SEL program needs to have a clear plan

ith dedicated time, resources, and

ith educators

that are intentional about their SEL teaching and learning committed
voes the program devote sufficient time and resources e clusively to develop social and
emotional skills? Is there a plan

ith clearly stated SEL outcomes?

Time, Resources, & Intentionality
Taking advantage of "teachable moments" is al ays encouraged, it cannot be the only time SEL is
taught in schools. All educators need to be committed and dedicate time during the school day to
embed SEL instruction into the curriculum to ensure ALL students develop these skills.
Practice makes permanent remember gro th mindset and neuroplasticity? It
times to practice these skills before habits are made, so

ill take multiple

ork to infuse SEL skills into your

classroom learning activities. The more practice your students have---the better they

ill

become. Additionally, it is important to normalize the feedback process. Encourage peer to peer
feedback, so you are not the only person students are relying on for feedback.
Continuous Skill Development: As students practice and improve their SEL skills, ne
to be continuously introduced and practiced. It is important to revie
presented and also be intentional by demonstrating ho

skills need

prior skills as ne

the skills connect

skills are

ith each other.

Resources need to be dedicated for SEL programming. These resources include but are not
limited to financial support, staff support, program evaluation support, professional
development, consultation, tier services, etc.
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E plicit
Targeting a specific SEL skill; having a clear and specific goal; kno ing

hat specific SEL gaps or

challenges to address-having a narro /specific focus
voes the program target specific social-emotional learning skills?
Which ones? vid the data reveal a specific deficit?
It is important to revie

the data your school/school corporation are using to ensure the

validity and reliability for measuring student SEL skills/kno ledge.
Cultural Responsiveness Needs to Be An Explicit Part of the SEL Program
Ensure teaching practices, classroom management strategies, discipline policy/procedures, and
the SEL program includes discussions focusing on cultural responsiveness and sensitivity,
respect for diversity, and provides support s for any vulnerable and/or marginalized
populations.
SEL Instruction: It’s not a secret
Share

ith students

hat you are teaching and

communication skills, then be e plicit in "the

hy it is important. If the lesson is on
hat and the

hy" of the lesson. So often, students

get frustrated because they do not connect one lesson to other lessons, to other content areas, or
to their future. E plain ho

the SEL skills they are learning cross multiple domains of their lives

personal, school, and their future career and give concrete e amples. By doing so, students

ill

begin to understand the " hy" and take a greater investment in their learning.

R eflection
Taking time to think about ho

SEL connects to all parts of one's life; Students

ork to make

personal meaning of the skills learned; Reflection is a valuable tool for educators and SEL teams
to use in evaluation of SEL program evaluation
Ho

hat is

orking and

hat needs to be improved?

does SEL kno ledge and skill connect to all parts of one's life? Both no

hat

ays are

e helping students process the SEL activities? Ho

most effective? Ho

are

in for the future? In

e measuring

hat is

are students documenting personal gro th?

Make Meaning & Transformative Practice
For SEL programming to have a lasting impact, students need to be invested in the program,
process, and activities. Reflection provides time for youth to make connections bet een
hat they are learning and their feelings, relationships, and their future. Just as other
components, time needs to be dedicated for reflective practice and processing.
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Infographic above provides a quick overvie

of the S.A.F.E.R. model.

Universal Vertical Prevention Integration
The universal prevention approach is provided to all students

ithin the school community,

multiple levels of interventions provided to students across the three levels

ith

ithin the Multi-Tiered Systems

of Support to vertically align to match the needs of students using data to determine the best intervention,
resource, and supports. The graphic on the follo ing page provides a visual of this vertical universal
integration model.
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Multi-Tiered System of Supports

Implementing
A Comprehensive
Social-Emotional
Learning Program

Tier 1 Examples
Establish positive and predictable classroom environments using:
Shared e pectations or classroom rules that teachers and students develop together to establish
positive group and social norms for the classroom e.g., listen respectfully

hen others are speaking,

no put do ns, etc. .
Gro th mindset practices that reinforce the value of effort, persistence, challenges, learning from
mistakes, etc.
Encourage positive teacher-student interactions and student-student interactions. Strategies include:
Morning meetings, circles, advisory meetings, etc.
Intentional practices of greeting students by name

hen they enter the class, telling students an e it

message as they leave your class, and/or any other routine practices that students can come to e pect
on a daily basis e.g., music to start class-students take turns selecting, etc. .
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Tier 1 Examples cont.
Ask inclusive not e clusive questions

hen

orking

ith students. See the t o e amples belo :

E clusive: Where did you go over Spring Break?
*Not every student
Inclusive: What

ill go some here over Spring Break.

as your favorite part of Spring Break?

*Although this question still asks about Spring Break, it is an open-ended question and allo s
students to share a broad response. It does not make any assumptions.

Tier 2 Examples
Peer Mediation Programs
Restorative Problem-Solving Circles
Conflict-Management Small Group Skill Building Group
Social-Skills Training

Tier

Examples

Individual Counseling Support
Functional Behavioral Assessment & Behavior Intervention Plan

Make Connections
Curriculum Connections
Integrate SEL into all parts of the curriculum. At a quick glance, it may appear "easier" to find

ays to

teach SEL in the language arts standards, but it is important that SEL be integrated across the all content
areas. Critical thinking, decision-making, perseverance, making connections, and conflict mediation spans
all course ork and are key employability skills. As educators, it is our role to teach our students that SEL is
not only vital for academic success, but it is also critical for students' college and career success.

Outside the Classroom Connections
A common assessment strategy to gather baseline SEL data is student hot-spot mapping, in
students identify 'hot spots' in the school

hich

here they feel or they perceive other students feel unsafe due to

bullying or other social situations that result in e clusionary practices. What most schools discover through
this process are areas that are typically unsupervised areas for short periods of time e.g., restrooms,
hall ays, lunchroom, by their lockers, etc. . To help students transfer the SEL kno ledge and skills being
learned in the classroom, all educators need to be intentional about connecting the learning into these
other areas of the school

here the skills are often needed desperately.
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SECTION #2: PK-12
SEL RESOURCES
SocialEmotional
Resources

INDIANA'S SOCIAL-EMOTIONAL
LEARNING COMPETENCIES
This section is solely dedicated to providing sample activities
and resources that demonstrate multiple

ays educators can

infuse the Indiana Social-Emotional Learning Competencies into
daily practice.
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INDIANA'S SOCIAL-EMOTIONAL
LEARNING COMPETENCIES
Sensory-Motor Integration
the ability to have body awareness and recognize sensations in the body. Gaining sensorymotor integration is an important skill for managing transitions, changing routines,
increasing alertness for learning, and improving regulation.

Insight
the ability to know your emotions and how they affect your thoughts and actions. Gaining
insight is an important skill for building self-confidence, self-esteem, and empathy for
others. Insight helps students recognize their own strengths and areas of growth.

Regulation
the ability to recognize and manage one’s emotions. Regulation skills build positive selfcontrol, positive self-discipline, and impulse control.

Collaboration
the ability to work well with others, including in the group and teamwork environment.
Collaboration works to build positive communication and conflict management skills.

Connection
the ability to have strong social awareness, giving students the ability to take the
perspectives of others and empathize with people of diverse backgrounds and cultures.

Critical-Thinking
the ability to make constructive choices and understand metacognitive strategies to
enhance learning. Critical thinking skills build responsible decision-making, analytical,
and critical inquiry skills which are necessary to approach learning from an innovative,
creative, multicultural, and ethical lens.

Mindset
the ability to demonstrate cognitive flexibility and a willingness to learn. Developing
mindset is a critical learning skill for building perseverance, adaptability, self-discovery,
resilience, and the ability to receive and give constructive feedback.
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Resources for the
Implementation
of the Indiana
Social-Emotional
Learning
Competencies

Each section below contains teaching activities,
strategies, and tools that support the
development of each of the
7 Indiana social-emotional learning
competencies.
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SENSORY-MOTOR
INTEGRATION
Tug of Peace
Materials: Long rope tie to form a large circle—large
enough so your class can fit around
virections: Place the rope in a circle. Invite the
students all of the students in your group/class to
take a seat around the outside of the rope circle and
grab ahold of it. Tell them the goal of the game is for
all of the students to raise themselves to a standing
position by pulling on the rope. Share ith them that
if anyone falls do n, then the group fails the task and
must start over. Count to three and say, Ready, set,
go. It is more difficult than it sounds!

Speed Exploration
Materials: Whistle, timer
virections: If you have access to a suitable outdoor
area, give your students 6 - seconds to find as
many of a certain object as they can. For e ample,
they could find as many hole fallen leaves as
possible, or round stones, or t igs, etc. At the end
of the 6 - seconds, give students a set amount of
time to return their findings to here you are. Ne t,
you can group students or process findings in
hatever ay you find most appropriate for the
content area/development of students.
Quick Tips:
Set clear boundaries for here students can
e plore and find objects.
Set a timer for 6 - o seconds.
Use a loud histle or bell to signal the start and
end of e ploring/finding time.
Build in a discussion/reflection time--try not to
make a "competition"--rather a " hat did you
learn?" e perience.

Animal Walks
Animal alks are simple and fun e ercises that
anyone can do to get a quick dose of gross motor
play in their day. Simply put, they are e ercises that
resemble the animals they are named for. Many of
these movements require core strength, balance, and
agility hich are onderful for sensory-input and
regulating the sensory systems. In addition Animal
Walks are an e cellent source of heavy ork hich
is perfect for helping children that are struggling
ith fidgets, iggles, and even meltdo ns.
Source & For More Animal Walk Information, Visit
this site: 15 Animal Walks for Sensory Input
Materials: No materials required
virections: Crab Walk
Start by squatting do n close to the ground. Lean
back ards and place your hands on the ground. You
should look like a table top no . No
alk
side ays, hile holding your bottom off the ground
and your back straight.

Finger-painting
Materials: Finger-paints variety of colors
virections: Use finger-paints and have students
dra

any picture/item; can be a 'free dra ' or can

connect to content e.g., spelling

ords --

additionally, connect to mindfulness and invite
students to notice their e periences
painting... hat do they feel, smell,

hile fingerhat thoughts

have they had or feeling did it bring up?
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SENSORY-MOTOR INTEGRATION Cont.
Working with Play Dough/Clay
Materials: Play dough and/or clay
virections: Every person from to
likes to play
ith play dough! Give each student a small piece of
play dough or clay and invite them to create an
object that relates to some source of stress in their
lives. When finished, invite everyone to share their
object and source of stress if they feel comfortable
sharing -- hen finished--they can smash the play
dough back into a blob. It’s fun and can be a great
stress reliever!

Guided Imagery Exercises
Guided imagery is a mindfulness process that uses
visualization and imagination to bring a areness to the
mind-body connection.

Creating Your Magic Garden

"Allow your eyes to gently close and focus on your
breathing … we're letting all our troubles float away ... in
beautiful rainbow balloons. Imagine a beautiful colored
rainbow floating above your head ... the purples and the
blues ... the greens and the yellows ... the oranges and the
reds ... and maybe some gold and silver…. Notice what
colors your special rainbow is.... And as you breathe, this
beautiful rainbow grows larger and larger ... and starts to

Guided Meditation Script

gently wash over you ... to help you rela …. And to go
inside and find that special calm place that waits for you

each day."
Meditation has been linked to increased ability to
At this point have the child enter the gate and create
focus and to lo ering depression, an iety, and
stress. Meditation is an act of focusing one’s thoughts their magic garden. You may suggest any plants, trees,
flo ers, fruits, etc.
completely and fully. It is being present in the
"Anything you want you can plant in this magic garden ...
moment, silencing other thoughts and noise running
You may even plant seeds of peace ... and of joy and
through our minds. Neuroscience has sho n that the
happiness ... and of calmness ... or any other qualities you
brain can absorb information and retain memory
would like to increase or bring in your life ... This is your
hen in a rela ed state. Meditation can help one
own space ... This is a very magical time."
achieve such a state, thereby improving a student’s
memory and attention [ ].

Materials: Script
virections: Provide students the script can project
or rite on board . Invite students to join you in
reading along and remind them to also focus on their
breathing. Students can sit or stand.
Today let’s clear our minds of negative thoughts, and
let’s dare to fail and learn by trying. See yourself
working and learning more each time you try. Clear
your mind and let yourself feel the happiness you feel
once you learn from something that didn’t work. Now,
focus on your breathing. Breathe in. And as you
breathe out, say to yourself, Through failure, I learn.”
Breathe in. Through failure, I learn.”

My Calm Place

Materials: Paper, pen, markers dra ing materials
virections: Find a quiet place and close your eyes.
Think of the most calm, peaceful place you have
ever been or ever seen. Picture yourself in that
place.
vescribe Or vra What
It: Looks Like, Sounds Like, Smells Like, Feels
Like.
Remember, you can return here hen you are
feeling stressed or orried- keep this picture
ith you
General Guided Imagery Walk Script
More Imagery Exercises For Younger Students Can Be
Found Here
Woodland Walk Script
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SENSORY-MOTOR INTEGRATION Cont.
Mindfulness Exercises
Rain Shower

Materials: No materials required
virections: Have everyone sit in a large circle facing in ard. The leader ill start an action hich ill go to
the ne t person one at time around the circle until everyone joins in. They should keep on doing this action
until the leader starts another movement hich ill also pass around the circle one by one. The group must
copy the leader e actly, hether the action is slo or fast, loud or soft. The leader starts off by rubbing palms
of hands gently together. Ne t, click your fingers quietly, and then loudly. Ne t slap hands on your thighs.
Gradually getting louder, stomp your feet on the ground. After that, go back to slapping thighs, clapping
hands, clicking fingers, rubbing palms, all the time getting quieter. One by one each person is silent and the
rainstorm is over. [ ]

Sensory Walk
Materials: No materials required
virections: Take the group outdoors to a garden/outdoor area. Allo the group to sit do n in a circle and ask
hat animals or plants they ould e pect to see in this area. As humans, ho do e receive most of our
information about our surroundings? Sight What are our other senses? No think about hat it ould be like
to vie the orld ithout our sight. Ask the group to close their eyes or use scarves and listen. Read out the
follo ing prompt:
We are going to rely on our hearing and so we need absolute silence. I will ask different questions for you
to think about, but don’t answer until the end. Many creatures depend on sound for information about the
world around them, such as bats and dolphins. Try to observe 3 sounds you can hear. If you didn’t know
where you were, would you be able to guess from the sounds around you? Other animals depend on smell
to know more about their surroundings, such as dogs and pigs. Try to make out two smells in the air. Smell
is very closely linked to memory. vo the smells trigger any memories for you? Finally, use your sense of
touch. Cats have a very sensitive touch and use their whiskers when hunting. Can you find two different
te tures? Feel around where you are sitting...are there things that are wet, dry, soft, or hard? Now open
your eyes.”
Process the activity ith the students e ploring hat this e perience as like for them. You can discuss, have
students rite or dra in a journal, or any other creative ay to reflect on the sensory alk. [ ]

Food Mindfulness & Sensory

Materials: Bite sized candy, raisins, orange, chocolates, etc. as long as the food is developmentally
appropriate and you are mindful of any food allergies
virections:
. Place the food in the palm of the students' hands.
. First, hile their eyes are closed, have them feel the te ture of the food, smell it, etc.
. Ask students to give you a single descriptive ord.
4. Ne t, ask the students to open their eyes. Ho many students ere correct? vid they kno
hat the
food item as just by using their sense of smell and touch?
Take a moment and discuss what it was like to use only the sense of touch and smell--process this with the
students.
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SENSORY-MOTOR INTEGRATION Cont.
Mindfulness Exercises cont.
Food Mindfulness & Sensory Cont.

5. No using their sense of sight and other senses, check out the food item again, hat ne things do you
notice? Students usually come up ith ords about eight, te ture, shape .
6. Then ask students to put the object on their tongues--no chewing/eating yet--and do some more
observing and describing. What are you beginning to taste?
. Finally, the students can che a couple of che s to observe and describe any features crunchy, sticky,
etc. --and then full on eating!
Process Questions:
What as it like taking this much time before eating the food?
What did you notice?
Ho often do you really taste your food? Why or hy not?

Mindful Minutes
vesignate at least - times throughout the day to facilitate a minute of mindfulness. These practices can be a
simple breathing technique or some other simple mindful technique. The key point is to make it preventive and
not reactive—you don’t ant mindfulness to be a reactive or punitive tool.

Compassion Meditation
virections:
. First, take a fe deep, cleansing breaths and ground yourself in the present.
. As you breathe deeply, focus on your heart and visualize softness, armth, and compassion glo ing
in your chest. Repeat these phrases to yourself: May I be happy. May I be ell. May I be safe. May I
be peaceful and at ease.
. After a minute or t o, visualize e tending this energy to include somebody you care deeply about.
No repeat the phrases, filling in the person’s name. For e ample, May my
mom/dad/sister/brother/friend be happy. May my mom/dad/sister/brother/friend be ell. May my
mom/dad/sister/brother/friend....
4. Ne t, visualize e tending the energy to somebody you feel neutrally about. Repeat the phrases ith
his or her name. For e ample, May the bus driver be happy. May the bus driver be ell. May the bus
driver . . . .
5. No e tend the energy to somebody for hom you have negative feelings. Repeat the phrases ith
his or her name.
6. Finally, visualize e tending this energy to the rest of the orld.
As you become comfortable ith this practice, try e tending the length of time you spend at each stage,
increasing the overall time spent on the meditation. Source: Manage Stress Workbook
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SENSORY-MOTOR INTEGRATION Cont.
Mindfulness Exercises cont.
Body Scan Meditation

The Body Scan Meditation can help you become more accepting/a are of areas of pain or discomfort and
relieve tension and stress.
virections:
To practice the Body Scan Meditation, get into a comfortable position. You might lie do n on the floor or sit
comfortably at your desk. Take a fe deep, grounding breaths and gently bring your a areness to the
present.
. Pay attention to a specific body part, such as your left foot. As you breathe deeply, scan that part
of your body for sensations. Notice the sensations you feel, but try not to get lost in thought.
Gradually let your focus move to different body parts — each leg, your hips, stomach, chest,
hands, arms, and head.
. Practice mindfulness meditation ith your focus on your body. Become a are of your mind’s
tendency to get lost in thought.
. When you notice this happening, just let the thought go and gently redirect your attention back
to your body. Try not to engage in the content of the thoughts.
4. If you have any pain or discomfort, just notice it, accept it, and continue scanning. Continue to
scan each part of your body in this ay until you have scanned your hole body. Source: Manage
Stress Workbook

Mindful Meditation

virections:
. Sit on a straight-backed chair or cross-legged on the floor.
. Focus on an aspect of your breathing, such as the sensations of air flo ing into your nostrils and
out of your mouth, or your belly rising and falling as you inhale and e hale.
. Once you’ve narro ed your concentration in this ay, begin to iden your focus---become
a are of sounds, sensations, and your ideas/thoughts.
4. Embrace and consider each thought or sensation ithout judging it good or bad. If your mind
starts to race, return your focus to your breathing---then e pand your a areness again.

Additional Mindfulness Resources
GoNoodle GoNoodle makes movement and mindfulness an integral part of the day, at school and at home.
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SENSORY-MOTOR INTEGRATION Cont.
Breathing Exercises
Sesame Street: Common and Colbie Caillat - "Belly Breathe" with Elmo

With the help from Sesame Street and Colbie Caillat, teach your students belly breathing
fun video. Link provided here.

ith this short and

SBS Exercise Stand, Breathe, Sit
Simple breathing e ercise.
Stand
Breathe
Sit

Square Breathing Exercise
Square Breathing in 4 Steps
. Breathe in through your nose for four counts.
. Pause/hold your breath for four counts.
. E hale through your mouth for four counts.
4. Pause/hold your breath for four counts.

Link to Full Size Square Breathing Visual Aid

Breath Awareness
virections:
. This breathing e ercise asks students to lie on their bellies so that they can feel

here the breath is

in their body. If students can’t lie on their bellies, have them place their left hand over their belly and
their right hand over their chest.
. If students are lying on the ground, they should be lying flat on their stomach and can use their
hands as a pillo . If they are not lying on the ground, have them sit upright, both feet planted firmly
on the ground, hands in position left hand over their belly and their right hand over their chest .
. Ask students to close their eyes if they are comfortable doing so.
4. Tell students to inhale through their nose in t o parts. The first part of their inhale is into their
belly. If they are on the ground, they can feel their belly press into the earth. If they are seated
upright, they can feel their belly press into their hand. The second part of their inhale is into their
chest, so if they are lying on the ground, they feel their chest press into the earth and if seated they
press their chest into their hand.
5. Students also e hale through their nose in t o parts. First, they e hale from their chest, feeling
their chest rise a ay from the earth or fall a ay from their hand. Then, the second part of their
e hale is from their belly, a ay from the earth or from their hand.
6. Have students repeat this 5-

times.

Source & for more activities, Link to Chill Out, Classroom Exercises for All Ages
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INSIGHT
Developing Personal Strengths
Finding Your Personal Strengths

Personal Collage
Materials: Paper, glue, magazines, any other items
students ant to add for their collages
virections: Invite students to create personal
collages illustrating personal qualities, including
identifying personal strengths/assets/values.

It is important to help students discover, build, and
truly 'o n' their personal strengths. Here are some
resources to aid in this ork.
HIGH 5 Test is a free strengths test
VIA Free Strengths Survey
Link to VIA Strengths List

Acrostic Poem

Top

Materials: Paper, crayons, markers, paints any
creative items
virections:
Instruct students to create an acrostic poem using
their name. Each letter needs
to identify a personal strength.
See e ample.

Employer Wish List

Materials: Family Feud template, paper
virections: To help students connect personal
strengths and future careers, begin brainstorming
session about hat qualities employers ant from
employees. List top qualities employers are
looking for hen hiring. After discussion, share the
final top list ith the class. [Alternate option-take ideas generated from students and create a
Family Feud game]

What Are Your Strengths?

Materials: Pen/Pencil, Paper, Handout find here
virections:
. vistribute the handout to students.
. Using information on page , e plain hat strengths are.
. Ask students to select their top -5 strengths. They can use the strengths on the list provided or create
their o n if they identify a strength that isn’t on the list.
4. If they ant, they can ask others for input on their strengths. Other methods to identify their strengths
can include thinking about hat they enjoy doing, hen they feel most comfortable, and hat energizes
them.
5. After they identify a fe of their strengths, have them ans er the questions on the orksheet. Instruct
them to think about ho and here they use their strengths both at school and at home.
6. Go around the room -or break into small groups if the group is large-and ask people to share their
strengths if they are comfortable .
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INSIGHT
Developing Emotional Awareness
Pass the Hat/Bucket

Materials: Pictures of Feeling Faces, Hat or Envelope, Music
virections: The teacher cuts out pictures that represent various feeling faces and places them in a hat or large
envelope that is passed around the circle as music plays. When the music stops, the student holding the
hat/bucket picks out a picture designating an emotion and is asked to identify it, e press ho they look hen
they feel that ay, and/or describe a time hen s/he felt that ay.
*Possible modification: Ask students to connect an emotion to a character in a story you are reading.

Feelings Check
Materials: Can use the Feelings Check Card, but it is not required
virections: Take a fe minutes throughout the day to do a
feelings check ith your students. It is also important to help
students think about ho feelings may be different regarding
ho they may be physically feeling, cognitively feeling and/or
emotionally feeling.

Paper Plate Feeling Face
Materials: Paper plates, Markers, Crayons
virections:
Cut out pictures of different facial features. Each student chooses their eyes, nose, mouth, ears and hair, and
sticks them on a paper plate to create a face. Ask students to create a face sho ing a specific feeling and then
see if the class can guess the feeling

hen everyone is finished

ith their paper plate faces.

Journaling
Journaling can promote and develop self-reflection in all ages by providing time to e plore thoughts, feelings,
actions, beliefs--can also help

ith the decision-making process. Visit this site for a resource for a teen

journal.

Feelings Faces

Materials: Paper, Markers, Crayons, any book/story
virections: Invite students to dra faces that describe ho they feel after listening to a story/book. Another
option is to dra ho they think the characters ere feeling in the story.

4 Square Feelings: Building Emotional Literacy

Materials: Emotions ritten on strips of paper, Envelopes optional , Multiple
colors of 8× paper, pens, markers/colored pencils, Magazines, Scissors,
Glue or Glue Sticks
virections: Follo the steps in the lesson plan linked here.
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INSIGHT
Characteristics of Classrooms that
Promote, Encourage, & Develop Emotional
Vocabulary
Photos of people

ith various emotional e pressions are displayed around the room

Books about feelings are available in the classroom library
Teachers label their o n feelings

hen talking

ith students

Teachers notice and label student's feelings
Teachers dra

attention to ho

a student's peer is feeling

Activities are planned to teach and reinforce emotional literacy
Students are reinforced

ith process praise for using feeling

ords

Efforts to promote emotional vocabulary occur daily and across all times of the day
Intentional activities and lessons to teach emotional a areness are embedded throughout the
curriculum

Vision Board
Create a Vision Board: Vision boards are used in all types of settings and can be used in the classroom as a
valuable learning tool. Help children visualize
ant for their future.. Precisely,

hat they desire,

hat makes them happy, and

hen they have an image in their mind of

hat they

hat makes them successful,

they are more likely to reach their o n goals, and ultimately be successful in the classroom.

Heart Map
This creative activity encourages students to consider hat makes them feel happy and then ask students to
dra this on paper. It’s a great ay to help them o n and recognize their emotions and focus more on
having a positive outlook. [can e pand to other emotions/positive ords that help students achieve success
in the classroom]
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Using Affective Communication
Tips to Respond to Behavior: Using affective communication is an great tool to reinforce positive behaviors, to
increase emotional a areness, to help develop a areness of personal strengths, and/or redirect negative
behaviors ith any member of the school community.
Step 1: Notice hat YOU are feeling-YOUR o n a areness of emotions is critical.
What has the student sparked ithin you? Has a trigger been activated? vo you need to take a fe seconds
before you respond? Identify the feeling and be ready to engage the student hen you are in a calm state.
Step 2: Identify the behavior or action that you are anting to address—separate the deed from the doer.
Remember, it is not the student, it is the behavior. Regardless of ho personal the comment or incident may
have felt, it is important to remember that it is likely you are not the true target of this negative behavior
and/or comment. As educators, e are orking ith students that have been hurt trauma and are no
orking hard to hurt and push a ay others. von't give up on any student---they need you!
Step : Combine step & . In an authentic and genuine manner, engage the student by sharing a simple
affective statement. Start by sharing the feeling follo ed by the behavior/action that is connected ith ho
you are feeling and/or ho it impacted you--sho ing you care and support the student.

Remember, it is imperative that you are calm,
engaged, and show genuine connection when sharing
an affective statement with a student.
E ample of Affective Statement
"I am having a hard time understanding what keeps
happening between you and Sharice. Help me
understand what happens that leads to you getting so
angry and calling her these hurtful names.”
Link to the Affective Communication handout.

Learning the Hand Model of the Brain

vr. van Siegel teaches the hand model of
the brain. Click here for a short video.
Click here for video e plaining
"Flipping Your Lid" by vr. van Siegel.
*Use for both Insight & Regulation.
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INSIGHT
Resources For
Emotional Awareness &
Identifying Feelings
Wheel of Emotions

Feeling Faces-Spinner Wheel Game Activity

Link to Feelings Wheels-1.

Link to Feeling Wheel- . Students can practice
storytelling using feelings or thinking of their o n
personal e amples depending on here the spinner
lands. Have fun ith feelings!

Feeling Faces Chart-

Feeling Faces Chart-

Link to Feelings Chart-How Do You Feel Today?

Link to Feeling Faces Chart-2
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Emotional Planner

Choose Your Own Adventure

The feeling planner tool can be used to help
alleviate an iety about hat has happened or ith
students that have a tendency of orrying about all
of the tasks that can happen throughout the day.
By mapping out the day’s tasks, assigning
emotions, and then coming up ith strategies, the
student has a plan for the day to address potential
stressors.

Materials: Computer or paper/pencil
virections: Students rite a choose-your-o n
adventure story in hich a character has choices about
possible behaviors and then e periences
logical/natural consequences. Students can ork
individually or in small groups.

Thought Sheets/Thinking Sheets
Self-reflection can be a simple and effective tool for
students to begin to understand ho their behaviors
affect others and the classroom environment.
Students use the "Thought sheet" to guide their
reflective thinking to consider ho their behavior
impacted others and to think about hat steps s/he
needs to make to repair the harm.
*Only use if you, as the educator, have fully
e plained this tool and ill follo -up ith the
student to discuss hat s/he shared on the sheet.
Link to a sample Think Sheet.

Discussion Prompts
Materials: Computer or paper/pencil
virections: Students rite a choose-your-o n
adventure story in hich a character has choices about
possible behaviors and then e periences
logical/natural consequences. Students can ork
individually or in small groups.
viscuss the difference bet een reacting and
responding to emotions
vescribe a fictional or literary character that is
impulsive; discuss the causes and the
consequences of their behavior.

Journaling Activity
Journaling is a great activity for SEL programming.
Belo is a prompt to help students reflect on the
impact of their actions.
Many people dream of being successful, but
their actions can sometimes hold them back.
Think about a time in your life that your
emotions got the best of you. What did you
learn from this e perience?
What are some ays you can be sure that
your actions help you to achieve your goals in
life?
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REGULATION
Games & Activities for Self-Regulation
Freeze Dance
Materials: Music
virections: Play music. Instruct students to move around not to run and hen the music stops playing they
need to freeze stop moving . It is encouraged to use various types of music--think about ays to bring in
different cultural music.

Red Light, Green Light
Materials: No materials required--if you have a "stop light" or can project one on a screen, it can be helpful
or add a visual component
virections:
1. Before You Start: Make sure everyone kno the rules and hat happens if they move on a Red Light’.
& Ho to move quickly and safely.
2. Set Up: Clearly define the playing area ith a designated starting line and finish line.
3. How To Play: Start ith everyone along the starting line,
When you say Green Light’ everyone ill move to ards the finish line,
When you say Red Light’ everyone must immediately stop.
If players are still moving hen you call Red Light’, they must go back to the starting line.
Source: https://www.playworks.org/resource/game-of-the-week-red-light-green-light/

Follow My Clap

The leader creates a clapping pattern. Students have to listen and repeat.

Loud or Quiet

Journaling can promote and develop self-reflection in all ages by providing time to e plore thoughts, feelings,
actions, beliefs--can also help

ith the decision-making process. Visit this site for a resource for a teen

journal.

Simon Says
Students have to act only

hen the leader says Simon Say … . For e ample, if the leader says Simon Says

touch your toes and all the students touch their toes. If the leader says Touch your toes, no one should touch
their toes. [can be a great teaching strategy in a foreign language class too]

Blurt

virections: Read a definition of a ord and have students try to figure out hat the ord is For e ample, a
question might be, What is the state capital of Indiana? When the student ans ers Indianapolis, they in
that turn. You can play in rounds –ho ever, it is important that the only t o students that can blurt out the
ans er are the t o students selected for the question. Everyone else in the room must practice self-control—
before the game, invite the class to come up ith an agreed upon consequence for any student that blurts
out of turn e.g., first time student gets a arning, second time the student can no longer stay in the game,
etc., . The questions for the game can connect to course content or other social-emotional learning content.
It is also a fun revie game before a test!
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REGULATION
Games & Activities for Self-Regulation cont.
Perception Circle
virect the students to form a circle. Choose a person to begin the activity. That person ill hisper a ord in
the ear of the person sitting beside him or her. Once a student hears the ord, that student then turns to the
ne t person and hispers the first thing that comes into his or her mind. Repeat the process until everyone
has had a turn. Before you start, remind students that each person at the end ill say his or her ord out loud
in front of the entire group. Encourage each member of the group to pay attention to hat is happening.
More lessons can be found here: 10 Lessons for Teaching Conflict Resolution Skills

Therapeutic Journaling/Stress Reduction Activity
E plain that e pressing feelings is one of the best ays to alleviate stress and confront problems. But not
everyone is comfortable talking to someone else. One ay to e press feelings in a completely private ay is to
rite about them. This is called therapeutic riting, and it can take numerous forms.
virections: Ask students to choose a special notebook, tablet, or binder that ill be their personal journal.
Spend a fe minutes decorating/personalizing their journals. Their assignment is to rite in their journals at
least three times over the ne t eek. The focus of the assignment is to rite open and honestly about their
feelings, their orries, their stressors, and hat ho they have tried to respond to their stress--not to orry
about grammar, spelling--remind students they can even dra pictures if they feel like that is the best ay to
e press themselves. Here are some ideas for journal prompts:
Write a letter to someone you ish to talk to but you haven't been able to.
Write a letter to yourself, saying the things you think you need to hear.
Write a script bet een you and anyone else you'd like to talk to, imagining hat the person might say to
you hen you tell them hat's on your mind.
Write about your day, focusing on hat's bothering you or causing you stress and e plore hat might be
causing this stress and hat you might try to better cope ith it.
Write a poem e pressing your feelings.
Write a story in hich one of the characters e presses your feelings.
After the eek is up, revie the students' journaling e perience. vid they find it helpful, fun, or useful? vo any
of the students think they'll continue riting as a ay of coping ith problems and stress?

Anger Map
It is important to help students recognize hat their body feels like body sensations , their face looks like, and
reflect on ords they use and thoughts they have hen they are angry. The Anger Map handout is a useful tool
to alk students through these steps. Additionally, the handout provides students
an opportunity to reflect on better ays to react to their anger and reflect on
the consequences of their actions.
Materials: Anger Map Handout provided here
virections: Use the Anger Map handout ith students to
help ith building anger management skills.
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REGULATION
Name It To Tame It
Work to gro and e pand students’ emotional vocabulary.
*Why? Engaging the Prefrontal Corte to think about naming/identifying feelings helps to lo er the
amygdala’s emotional agitation.
Link to Name It to Tame It.

How Does My Body Feel?
Help students think about ho feelings are connected ith their body. Emotions manifest in the body as
physical sensations, The connection bet een our minds and our bodies is something e can instinctively
feel. Ask students, "Ho much attention do you pay to your bodily sensations from moment to moment?"
E plain to students that emotional messages get through in three
different ays:
. our body physical sensations ,
. our minds thoughts, memories, e periences, values/beliefs,
imagination
. our behavior urges and actions
The body map helps students connect feelings and body
sensations. Share the "How Does My Body Feel?" handout
ith students and invite them to select a feeling. Think about
the last time they felt this feeling and ho their body's
sensations hen e periencing this feeling. What as
happening in the body?

Stress Relief Ideas
virections: Provide students an opportunity to share stressors in their life. Ne t, brainstorm ideas for healthy
stress relieving strategies. Provide a copy of the Stress Relieving Ideas handout to students to share ideas ith
students and engage in a discussion to process ho they can incorporate coping strategies to address the
stressors in their life. *This activity can be partnered ith the therapeutic journal activity.
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COLLABORATION
Speech Activity

Types of Communication
Materials: Pen/Pencils, Post-It Notes
virections:
. Present the three categories of communication –
oral, ritten, and non-verbal and put each ord up
on the front board or use three large sheets of
paper, one for each ord, if no board is available .
. vivide students into groups and give each group
some post-it notes. Ask the groups to brainstorm
e amples of each category of communication and to
rite each e ample on a different post-it. They
should then put the post-it notes under the correct
category on the board. [Alternative: Students can write
their e amples on the board/paper directly with
markers]
a. At this time, if students have NOT asked to
add "Technology" as a category--please pause
the activity and regroup the class. Share ith
the
class that Sheets/Thinking
you ould like to addSheets
"Technology"
Thought
as the 4th category of communication. Ask the
class to continue.
. As a large group, look at the e amples and add if
necessary.
Process Questions:
Which kinds of communication do you use
most at school?
What about at home ith your
parents/family?
What about ith your friends?
Ho do you think communication is different
for you no than hen your parents ere
your age?
What do you think are the advantages and
disadvantages to these changes?

Students ill e plore differences bet een ritten
and oral communication by comparing their reading
of a transcript of a speech and a vie ing of the speech
being presented.
Materials: Transcript of verek Sivers’ speech, Ho to
start a movement & Access to computer/video clip
virections:
vistribute the transcript of verek Sivers’ speech,
Ho to start a movement
[This is a short TEv speech; TEv is an organization
hose mission is to spread great ideas, so they have
speakers from all over the orld ith all kinds of
e pertise and they make the speeches available
online.]
FIRST: Have Students read the speech individually.
Process Questions:
What are the main arguments of his talk?
Ho does Sivers support his argument and
develop his ideas?
Based on his ords, hat communication
style do you imagine that Sivers has?
SECOND: Watch the video of the speech
LASTLY: Process Questions:
No that you’ve seen Sivers giving his speech,
did your opinions change?
What do you think about his communication
style?
vid he effectively communicate?
What made it effective or not ?
vo you think Sivers is right about ho to start
a movement?
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COLLABORATION
Fantasy Career
As an introduction to one another or a group game activity, ask each participant to share ith the group hat
his/her fantasy career ould be if s/he could do anything for a future career.
virections:
. Ask each participant to briefly e plain hat this occupation, trade, or job might be.
. As participants share this information, occasionally ask clarifying questions about these fantasy careers, such
as if the participant has ever done anything like this in the past or hy s/he is interested. Encourage students
in the class to also ask clarifying questions--sho s good listening and communication skills

Journaling/Discussion Questions
Think about a time hen you ere part of a group/team and things orked really ell, and a time
things didn’t ork out so ell. What ere the situations and hat made the differences?

hen

Ho is conflict resolution portrayed on TV and in movies?
*If you choose, you can sho a clip from a television sho or movie of a conflict.
Ho effective are the strategies used by these characters? vo you think hat you or others see on TV or
the movies impacts ho people respond to conflict? Ho so?

Communication Activities
Role-Play: Role-play situations that are constructive or destructive to communication.
Partner Activity: With a partner, the first student tells a story, the second asks clarifying questions

What Would You Do?
Materials: What Would You Do? Handout, pens/pencils
virections: Place students in small groups. Give each group a scenario and ask each group to discuss
hat options the student has in this scenario. What is the "conflict" in this situation? What decision
might this student be struggling ith and hy? What are some options? What do you think is the best
decision and hy?
Ho

did your group come to this decision?
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COLLABORATION
Cooperative Learning Games
Cooperative Learning Is Fundamental To Collaboration
Cooperative learning provides multiple benefits to the student learning environment. It can
help build relationships between students, improve communication skills, build conflict
management skills, and engage students in the learning process.

New from Old [Mindset & Collaboration]
Materials: Old board games, dice, playing cards, plastic chips, or any other items that could be used to
build a board game
virections:
. Place students in small groups usually it is best to ork in groups of 4-6 students . Give each group an
old board game and share ith the group here they can find additional supplies if they need them.
. E plain to the entire class after each group has their old board game that the task is to create a ne
group game from the old board game they have been given. They can use any of the supplies in the
original game and any supplies at the shared station the area available to the entire class . The ne game
does not need to reflect any aspect of the old game. It can be completely ne and innovative. Encourage
them to be creative!
. The final step for the ne game is to create instructions. Each group needs to develop a set of clear
rules for their game that is included on the instruction sheet. Other items may that may be necessary
could be details for set-up for the game.
Process Questions:
Ho did your group decide on the goals of your game?
Ho did your group ork together?
What as difficult about this task?
Ho did you overcome any obstacles?
What as enjoyable/fun about this task?

Worst-Case Scenario

Create a scenario in hich students ould need to ork together and solve problems to succeed, like
being stranded on a deserted island or getting lost at sea. Ask them to ork together to come up ith a
solution that ensures everyone arrives safely. Encourage them to find a solution that uses a democratic
approach — everyone must agree to the final solution.
Skills: Communication, collaboration, empathy, critical-thinking skills, problem-solving
Link to Lost at Sea scenario.
Link to Moon Landing scenario.
Link to Then and Now NASA and Jamestown Education scenario.
Link to Island Adventure scenario.
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COLLABORATION
Cooperative Learning Games cont.
If You Build it…
Materials: Various items e.g., pipe cleaners, marshmallo s, stra s, toothpicks, etc.
virections: This team-building game is fle ible. Simply divide students into teams and give them
equal amounts of a certain material, like pipe cleaners, blocks, or even dried spaghetti and
marshmallo s. Ne t, give them something to construct. The challenge can be variable think: Which
team can build the tallest, structurally-sound castle? Which team can build a castle the
fastest? . You can recycle this activity throughout the year by adapting the challenge or materials to
specific content areas.

Keep it Real

This open-ended concept is simple and serves as an e cellent segue into problem-based learning.
Challenge students to identify and cooperatively solve a real problem in their schools or communities.
You may set the parameters, including a time limit, materials and physical boundaries.

Labyrinth
Team building games help young people develop a range of skills. They can be great fun, and beyond the
more general learning goals, they can also be a useful entry point to teaching themes or to reinforce
various social emotional competencies e.g., collaboration, connection, mindset, critical-thinking, etc. .
The aim of Labyrinth is for your group to ork together to all find their ay through the maze. There is
only one correct path through the maze created by you on your ans er grid. The path can go left, right,
for ard, or diagonally. Link to Labyrinth resource.

Reflective Questions: Building Group Membership Skills
List the kinds of groups you have been a member of [e.g., clubs, sports, family, friendship, etc.]
Ho do you tend to act in group situations?
Ho
ould you like to act, ideally, in group situations?
What is the most enjoyable or satisfying group you have been a member of, and hat made it so
good? [your favorite group e perience]
What is the least enjoyable or satisfying group you have been a member of, and hy as the
e perience a negative one?
From your e perience to date, hat skills do you have that may contribute to orking successfully
in a group?
From your e perience so far, hat group skills do you think you need to ork on?
Adapted from Maskill & Race 99 , Personal and professional development for scientists, Unit , pp. - .
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CONNECTION
Be A Changemaker

Alike or Different?
Background: Share ith students that today they ill
be planning a trip to the moon. Ask the students to
think about if they could only take one other student
ith them on this trip, hat kind of person ould
they ant to join them. Instruct them not to
think about a specific person, but to think about
specific qualities they ould ant in this person.
Materials: Pen/Pencils, Notecards
virections:
. vistribute
5 notecards to all the students and
have them rite do n qualities that ould
describe their ideal person. Tell the students NOT to
rite their names on the cards.
. Ne t, collect the cards and randomly redistribute
the cards back to the class. Invite each student to
share the qualities on the cards. Also, tell the
students it is okay if they get their o n card back
because no one ill kno it is their card because no
no one put their name on the cards. As students read
the qualities, rite the responses on the board. If you
notice the same quality is shared multiple times, just
place a tally mark beside that quality to help identify
a pattern.
Process Questions:
Would it be best to choose a travel partner
that is very similar to you or different than
you?
What do you notice by the ords that you see
on the board?
Would you like to add any qualities to the
master list?

Changemakers use peaceful means to bring about
changes big and small. Sho students hat this
means by reading, for instance, The Lora , and follo
up ith a study of vr. Wangari Maathai, a 0enyan
oman ho on the Nobel Peace Prize in
4 for
her ork replanting trees. Ask students to consider
the follo ing questions:
What as the problem he/she as trying to solve?
Who as involved or affected?
Why as it hard to solve the problem?
To make changemaking personal and relevant,
ask families to honor their o n changemakers, and
invite parents and grandparents in to present them to
the class. Create all of changemakers in your
classroom, sho casing faces and stories of people
you’ve studied, as ell as individuals from their o n
communities. Finally, take students into the
community to practice changemaking firsthand: for
instance, have them plant trees at a local park, serve
food at a homeless shelter, or any other service activity
that is a priority for the students . Link to
Changemaker Learning Lab.

Analyze civil/democratic responsibilities
. From the perspective of the custodian or another
service person in the school , rite a reflection about
your perceived daily routine and share your
perspectives ith your class.
. vesign a service project to practice environmental
responsibility.
. Write a story about a city that ignored
environmental responsibilities.
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CONNECTION
Acrostic Empathy Poem
Materials: Paper, Markers, Crayons, Paints hatever
creative method preferred
virections: Instruct students to create an Acrostic
poem defining EMPATHY, For e ample:
E = Everyone,
M = Me,
P=People,
A = All,
T = Teachers,
H = Help,
Y= You

Empathy Map
This tool empathy map can be used in several different
ays and/or in different situations. Students can use it
to think about ho a specific character may be thinking,
feeling, etc. or in response to a video/film that you just
vie ed. The empathy map can be used in conflict
resolution --by e panding perspective-taking skills.
T o Empathy Mapping Resources available.
Link to Empathy Map-1.
Link to Empathy Map-2.

Play Empathy Charades
virections: Ask for a group of volunteers. Secretly
assign them each an emotion. Tell them that
they ill have to act and e press themselves in a ay
that sho s their emotion. Ask the remaining
students to guess hat emotion each student is
e pressing.
Possible emotions for Empathy Charades :
Fear
Pride
Jealousy
visappointment
Annoyed
Shy
Grateful
Irritated

Empathy Books & Lessons
This resource lists books and links to lessons
connected to the topic of empathy development.
Empathy Initiative Project Books & Links to
Possible Lessons

Who's In Your Circle?
Facilitate an e ercise ith students to help them
reflect on ho is inside and outside their
circle. viscuss hy and ho they can e pand the circle
of concern and care.
Materials: Markers, student journals, paper
virections: Open by asking students these t o
questions: [allo 5- minutes for riting]
. Who at school is inside your circle of concern?
. Who at school is not currently in your circle of
concern?
You can discuss ith students about not
identifying specific people/students and/or
including "groups" of students.
. Why are these people or groups outside your circle
of concern?
4. Ho might their being outside your circle of
concern affect them? Ho might it affect you? Ho
might it affect the community as a hole?
Final step is taking action and brainstorming ho to
e pand the circle of care, concern and empathy.
The full instructions to this activity can be found at
this link to the "How to Guide: Circle of Concern"
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CONNECTION
Barriers To Empathy
viscuss ith students some of the potential barriers to empathy,
like stereotypes, stress, or fears of social consequences for
helping an unpopular peer. Share specific strategies to overcome
them. For e ample, use the "Continuum of Courage" handout to
demonstrate to students ho they can take action at various
levels ithin their school community and make a difference to
positively make a change regarding bullying prevention and
intervention. Another great activity is to encourage Intentional
Acts of Kindness, possibly make this an ongoing tradition at your
school or in your classroom--instead of making it a designated
month, or theme.

Culturally Responsive Practices
Get To Know Your Students
The most important practice or action step is to build relationships. It is for all students to kno you value
them and it sho s you care enough about them to learn their names and proper pronunciation , their
interests, and any other information you decide to ask.
Here are some ideas on ho to gather information about your students:
Surveys/questionnaires
Brief One-on-One Intervie s
Get To 0no You games
Information Sheets Student and/or Parent sheet

Students' Cultural Background

It is essential to demonstrate to students and families that you value and are orking to understand their
culture. Try to find ays to bring in the student's cultural background/ orldvie into your teaching and
connect to the material/lessons in the classroom. If the student is comfortable, provide multiple
opportunities to share his/her story. The classroom needs to be a place here everyone is continuously
learning ith and from each other.

Integrate local community issues into the classroom lessons and discussions
Bring students together for group discussions hen an event happens in your community, in the nation, or
globally. Possible questions:
➤ Ho does this impact your class? your school? your students' future?
➤ What can be done to address these issues?

Encourage & Invite Student Initiated Projects
Students are encouraged to offer ideas on projects or to pitch ideas for possible units of study.
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CONNECTION
Culturally Responsive Practices cont.
Classroom Environment
Make sure your classroom contains culturally diverse learning materials, including a culturally diverse library
of books both in characters and authors . It is also important that every student in your class can "see"
themselves in your room. Look around to ensure there are visual images of diversity on bulletin boards,
classroom posters, in te tbooks and other instructional materials. This representation is an important
reminder that everyone is valued, belongs, and matters.

School-Family Collaboration
Communication is important ith all families. Ho ever, it is especially
important ith families that may need e tra support due to language
barriers, socioeconomic barriers, or other cultural barriers. Sending
home regular ne sletters to keep families updated on hat is
happening in the classroom and ho families can support learning is a
great tool--ho ever, think about translation issues, hether or not the
ne sletter is getting home, etc. Additionally, offering orkshops to
families both at school and in the community--go here the families
live is a great ay to help encourage families to
be involved in their student's educational journey.
Link to Inclusiveness & Cultural Responsiveness Practices Handout.

Empathy Toolkit
Toolkit for Promoting Empathy in Schools: This toolkit
contains tips and tools, lesson plans and e amples, and,
most importantly, insights that can help inform
everything from ho you design your classroom to your
daily interactions ith students and colleagues.

Empathy Video
Sesame Street: Mark Ruffalo-Video About
Empathy
Brief video from Sesame Street to
help children learn and understand empathy.

Link to A Toolkit for Promoting Empathy in Schools
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CRITICAL-THINKING
Decision-Making: Using a T-Chart
9aterials: T-Chart, Pens/Pencils
virections: Place students in orking groups.
. Invite students to brainstorm a problem current
event, problem in school they ould like to address,
or you could provide a problem scenario to each
group .
. vistribute a T-Chart to each group. E plain that
each group ill take time at least minutes to
brainstorm ideas to solve this problem. Revie
ith
the students that during brainstorming that all ideas
are elcome. It is not the time to evaluate if a
possible solution is either good or bad.
. 3abel the T-Chart as appropriate to fit the topic of
your problem, common labels include: "pros/cons,"
or "strengths/ eaknesses"
4. Ne t, instruct the groups to start revie ing and
evaluating each idea and placing the ideas into the
appropriate categories on the T-Chart.
5. When groups are finished, ask each group to share
their final decision and hat this process as like for
their group.
Process Questions:
Ho did the brainstorming process ork in
your group?
Was it difficult to narro do n ideas? What as
your process?
Ho did everyone contribute?
Ho effective as the T-Chart?
What did you learn from this e perience?
What ould you do different ne t time?
Would you use a T-Chart to help you make a
decision in your personal life? If yes, hy? If no,
hy not?
3ink to Decision-Making T-Chart.

Cause/Effect Diagram
9aterials: Paper, Pen/Pencil
virections:
Ask students to dra a cause and effect diagram of
behavior choices and their effect on goal success.
Please refer to "How to Use Cause and Effect
Diagram" for additional details on using this strategy.

Deconstructing DecisionMaking: Historical Perspective
9aterials: Historical quote
virections:
Read a quote from a famous historical figure i.e. John
f. 0ennedy, 9artin 3uther 0ing, Abraham 3incoln,
George Washington, Adolf Hitler, etc. Have students
identify a model of decision-making they believe as
used by that person. E plain hy/ho they came up
ith this finding. Students can also find historical
literature pieces and ork to figure out ho these
people made decisions. Information has changed--so
get students thinking about ho these people made
decisions and ho influenced their thinking.

Advocacy & Action
virections: Advocacy is an essential SE3 skill.
Support students in their leadership gro th and
developing their o n passion and student voice.
Taking on large social issues, such as homelessness,
domestic violence, or bullying can be both appealing
and over helming to teens. DoSomething.org and
VolunteerMatch.org can help identify concrete
actions steps and spark ideas for ne t steps.
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CRITICAL-THINKING
What Type of Decision?
9aterials: Paper, Pen/Pencils
virections: Ask students to rite on a piece of paper all of the decisions that they can remember making so far
today. E amples: hat to ear, hat they ate for breakfast/lunch, if they brought their lunch to school, etc.
Include all types of decisions on the list. Allo about -5 minutes for students to rite. No , ask students to go
back through the list and rate their decisions on a scale from to , ith a rating of
meaning an automatic
or "habitual" decision, and a rating of
meaning a decision that requires careful studying and thought.
-- You didn't these decisions any thought or maybe someone else made the decision for you .
--You gave these decisions A LOT of thought!
-4's
Tally up ho many -4's, 5- 's and 8- 's.
5- 's
8- 's
Process Questions:
What does this e ercise tell you about ho you make most of your decisions?
What process do you use hen you make decisions that rank higher--maybe above ?
What happens hen you make a bad decision?
Who helps you make decisions?

Metacognition
Learning Journals [Critical-Thinking; Mindset]
One

ay to help students monitor their o n thinking is through the use of personal learning journals. Assign

eekly questions that help students reflect on how rather than

hat they learned. Questions for students to

include in their personal learning journals could include:
What

as easiest for me to learn this

eek?

What

as most challenging for me to learn? Why?

For my quiz/test,

hat strategies

orked

ell to help me prepare?

For my quiz/test,

hat strategies

ere not very helpful in my preparation? What could I do

differently ne t time?
What learning habit

orked best for me in to achieve my learning goals? Ho

What study and/or learning habit
Encourage creative e pression through

ill I try or improve upon ne t

hatever journal format

so?

eek?

orks best for learners, including mind maps,

blogs, vlogs video blog , diaries, lists, e-tools, etc.
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CRITICAL-THINKING
Metacognition cont.
Reflective Writing: Sentence Starters
Belo provides several sentence starters you can use to prompt student self-reflection. Click here for a full
page list of reflection prompts.
Insights Into What You Think and Feel About the Ideas or Issues
. One of the things that surprised me as …
. I still am shocked by …
. I keep thinking about….
4. I really didn’t understand ….
5. I felt really frustrated hen…..
6. It seems to me that the question I have to consider is…….
. When I heard the speaker I felt……
8. Something I ould like to find more about is …..

Classroom Assessment Tools
Classroom Assessment Tools CAT are a variety of tools/strategies that assist
in building metacognitive thinking. Below are several CAT tools.

One-Sentence Summary
vescription:
This simple technique challenges students to ans er the questions "Who does
ho , and

hat to

hom,

hen,

here,

hy?" represented by the letters WvWWWWHW about a given topic, and then to synthesize those

ans ers into a simple informative, grammatical, and long summary sentence.
Step-by-Step Procedure:
. Select an important topic or

ork that your students have recently studied in your course and that you

e pect them to learn to summarize.
. Working as quickly as you can, ans er the questions "Who vid/voes What to Whom, When, Where, Ho
Why?" in relation to that topic. Note ho

and

long this first step takes you.

. Ne t, turn your ans ers into a grammatical sentence that follo s WvWWWWHW pattern. Not ho

long this

second step takes.
4. Allo

your students up to t ice as much time as it took you to carry out the task and give them clear

direction on the One-Sentence Summary technique before you announce the topic to be summarized.
3ink to One Sentence Summary Source Handout.
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CRITICAL-THINKING
Classroom Assessment Tools cont.
Minute Paper
vescription: No other technique has been used more often or by more college teachers than the 9inute Paper.
This technique -- also kno n as the One-9inute Paper and the Half-Sheet Response - - provides a quick and
e tremely simple ay to collect ritten feedback on student learning. To use the 9inute Paper, an instructor
stops class t o or three minutes early and asks students to respond briefly to some variation on the follo ing
t o questions: "What as the most important thing you learned during this class?" and "What important
question remains unans ered?" Students rite their responses on inde cards or half-sheets of scrap paper
and hand them in.
Step-by-Step Procedure:
. vecide first hat you ant to focus on and, as a consequence, hen to administer the 9inute Paper. If you
ant to focus on students' understanding of a lecture, the last fe minutes of class may be the best
time. If your focus is on a prior home ork assignment, ho ever, the first fe minutes may be more
appropriate.
. Using the t o basic questions from the "vescription" above as starting points, rite 9inute Paper prompts
that fit your course. Try out your 9inute Paper on a colleague or teaching assistant before using it in class.
. Plan to set aside 5- minutes of your ne t class to use the technique, as ell as time later to discuss the
results.
4. Before class, rite one or, at the most, t o 9inute Paper questions on the board or overhead.
5. At a convenient time, hand out inde cards or half-sheets of scrap paper--or create a Google form.
6. Unless there is a very good reason to kno
ho rote hat, direct students to leave their names off the
papers or cards-or make sure the Google form is anonymous.
. 3et the students kno ho much time they ill have t o to five minutes per question is usually enough ,
hat kinds of ans ers you ant ords, phrases, or short sentences , and hen they can e pect your
feedback/ hat your plan is to do ith the results.
3ink to Minute Paper Reference Handout.

Exit Tickets
Quick forms to check for understanding helps educators kno
they still need to learn, and

hat students have learned,

hat content

hat content has particularly been enjoyable. E amples on the ne t page.
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CRITICAL-THINKING
Exit Ticket Examples

3ink to Exit Tickets.
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CRITICAL-THINKING
Problem-Solving
Pro and Con Grid
vescription: At one time or another, most people have jotted do n quick lists of pros and cons to help them
think more clearly about a pressing decision. The Pro and Con Grid turns that familiar decision-making
e ercise into a simple Classroom Assessment Technique ith many possible applications.
Step-by-Step Procedure:
. Focus on a decision, a judgment, a dilemma, or an issue that has teaching and learning implications in your
discipline and for your students.
. Write out a prompt that ill elicit thoughtful pros and cons in relation to this issue or dilemma. You may
ish to indicate a specific point of vie that students you are hoping students ill begin to e plore. voing so
ill make the pros and cons more comparable.
. 3et students kno ho many pros and cons you e pect and ho they are to be e pressed. For e ample, are
parallel lists of ords and phrases adequate, or should the pros and cons be e pressed in sentences?

Survey, Question, Read SQR
What is the SQR strategy?
The SQR strategy involves e pansion and discussion bet een teacher and students. These discussions
often lead to a better student understanding of the problem. This strategy as developed to help students
arrive at their o n solutions through rich discussion.
How do I use SQR?
Survey
Read the problem
Paraphrase in your o n
Question

ords

Question the purpose of the problem
What is being asked?
What are you ultimately trying to determine?
Read
Reread the question
vetermine the e act information you are looking for
Eliminate unnecessary information
Prepare to devise a plan for solving the problem
Reference: http://floridarti.usf.edu/resources/topic/academic_support/kops/class_strategies.pdf
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CRITICAL-THINKING
Problem-Solving cont.
Problem-Solving IvEAL Method
vescription: This tool is helps guide students through the problemsolving process. Instruct students to

ork through each step of the

IvEA3 method to help identify a solution, act on the selected solution
and then reflect on the outcome. Belo

are the steps of the IvEA3

method.
I dentify the Problem
Define and Represent the Problem
E plore Possible Strategies or Solutions
A ct on a Selected Strategy or Solution
L ook Back, Reflect and Evaluate the Selected Solution
3ink to Problem-Solving IDEAL Method Handout

Clue Me In
An interactive detective game encourages problem-solving, critical thinking and cognitive development.
Collect a number of items that are associated ith a specific profession, social trend, place, public figure,
historical event, animal, etc. Assemble actual items or pictures of items that are commonly associated
ith the target ans er. Place them all in a bag 5- clues should be sufficient. Then have a student reach
into the bag and one by one pull out clues. Choose a minimum number of clues they must dra out before
making their first guess - . After this, the student must venture a guess after each clue pulled until they
guess correctly. See ho quickly the student is able to solve the riddle.
Source: https://education.cu-portland.edu/blog/classroom-resources/5-problem-solving-activities-for-the-classroom/

Survivor Scenarios
Create a pretend scenario for students that requires them to think creatively to make it through. An
e ample might be getting stranded on an island, kno ing that help ill not arrive for three days. The
group has a limited amount of food and ater and must create shelter from items around the island.
Encourage orking together as a group and hearing out every student that has an idea about ho to make
it through the three days as safely and comfortably as possible.
Source: https://education.cu-portland.edu/blog/classroom-resources/5-problem-solving-activities-for-the-classroom/
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MINDSET
Growth Mindset FeedbackSticker Sheet

Learning Journals
One ay to help students monitor their o n thinking
is through the use of personal learning journals.
Assign eekly questions that help students reflect on
ho rather than hat they learned. Questions for
students to include in their personal learning
journals could include:
➤ What as easiest for me to learn this eek?
➤ What as most challenging for me to learn? Why?
➤ For my quiz/test, hat strategies orked ell to
help me prepare?
➤ For my quiz/test, hat strategies ere not very
helpful in my preparation?
➤ What could I do differently ne t time?
➤ What learning habit orked best for me in to
achieve my learning goals? Ho so?
➤ What study and/or learning habit ill I try or
improve upon ne t eek?
Encourage creative e pression through hatever
journal formats ork best for
learners, including mind maps, blogs, vlogs video
blog , diaries, lists, e-tools, etc.

Here is an alternative feedback sheet that can be
used on student ork instead of traditional
"smiley" faces or "Super"-- these options reinforce
gro th mindset phrases. 3ink to Growth Mindset
Feedback Sticker Sheet.

Zone of Proximal Development
Work ith students to help them stay in the
"3earning Zone"--kno ing that struggle and
challenge is a good thing and to find meaning and
learning from their mistakes.

Journal and/or Discussion Prompt

Classroom Posters: Reinforcing
Growth Mindset
& Positivity With Visual Cues

What are common responses to failures and
disappointments?
vescribe three positive things you could do

This is just one of many free resources available at

after you fail.

this site.

vescribe

hat responsibility means to you

ith

at least specific e amples.
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MINDSET
Ted Talks Promoting Growth Mindset
The Power of Believing You Can Improve: vr. Carol v eck researches gro th mindset
the idea that e
can gro our brain's capacity to learn and to solve problems. In this talk, she describes t o ays to think
about a problem that’s slightly too hard for you to solve. Are you not smart enough to solve it … or have you
just not solved it yet? This video is a great introduction to this influential field.
Why You Need to Fail: By verek Sivers
The importance of failure - for effective learning, gro th mindset, and quality through e perimentation.
Helping Students Learn Growth Mindset: by vr. Julie Schell
vr. Julie Schell describes the importance of mindset and ho to encourage a gro th mindset in students.

Mindset Quotes
Spark a conversation or invite students to journal using one of the follo ing quotes--note the gro th
mindset theme of the quotes.
"Whether you think you can or you think you can't. You're right."
~Henry Ford
"It's not that I'm so smart, it's just that I stay with problems longer." - Albert Einstein
"Look at a stone cutter hammering away at his rock, perhaps a hundred times without as much as a crack showing
in it. Yet at the hundred-and-first blow it will split in two, and I know it was not the last blow that did it, but all
that had gone before." - Jacob A. Riis
"What do you do when you first learn to swim? You make mistakes, do you not? And what happens? You make
other mistakes, and when you have made all the mistakes you possibly can without drowning – and some of them
many times over – what do you find? That you can swim. Well – life is just the same as learning to swim! vo not
be afraid of making mistakes, for there is no other way of learning how to live!” – Alfred Adler
"Money grows on the tree of persistence." – Japanese Proerb
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MINDSET
Socratic Circles & Socratic Questions
The Socratic Questioning Technique
The Socratic Questioning technique is an effective ay to e plore ideas in depth. It can be used at all
developmental levels and is a helpful tool for all teachers/content areas. It can be used at different points
ithin a unit/project, discuss current events, and/or debating topics. By using Socratic Questioning,
teachers promote independent thinking and give students o nership of hat they are learning. Higherlevel thinking skills are present hile students think, discuss, debate, evaluate, and analyze content
through their thinking and the thinking of those around them. These types of questions may take some
practice for both the teacher and student since it may be a hole ne approach to group discussion.
Plan significant questions that provide meaning and direction to the dialogue
Use ait time: Allo at least thirty seconds for students to respond
Follo up on students’ responses
Ask probing questions
Periodically summarize in riting key points that have been discussed
Work to engage as many students as possible into the discussion
3et students discover kno ledge on their o n through probing questions
3ink to Socratic Seminar Question Sheet.

Change Your Thinking
Helping students change their thoughts is an important part of adopting a gro th mindset culture.
Negative thought patterns are very challenging to break. Continue to support students by sharing
strategies on ho to identify negative thought patterns, negative thoughts, and/or irrational thoughts and
ho to challenge these thoughts. Belo are some questions to help students challenge negative thinking
patterns/thoughts. Additionally, find ays to help students reframe thoughts/statements from fi ed
mindset thinking to gro th mindset thinking. T o resources are included see links .
. What are other ays of looking at this situation?
. Am I looking at the hole picture?
. What might be a more helpful ay of picturing this situation?
4. What is the probability that my thoughts ill happen? What are
some other things that could happen that are equally or more
probable?
5. Have I had any e periences in the past that suggests that this
thought might not be completely true all of the time?
6. Can I really predict the future? Is it helpful to try? What can I do
instead?
3ink to Reframing Questions Handout-Challenging Negative Thinking Handout.
3ink toWhat Can I Say To Myself Handout.
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MINDSET
Overview Of Growth Mindset

Growth Mindset

Children/students ith the gro th belief system tend to:
Care about and invest themselves in learning
Believe that effort is a positive thing, causing their intelligence to gro
Try hard in the face of frustration and failure
Seek to learn from mistakes/failures
0no and appreciate the process not just the product
3ook for ne learning strategies.

Fixed Mindset

Our students ho think this ay tend to:
Care a lot about hether people think they are smart or not smart
Avoid learning challenges here they might make mistakes
Try to hide mistakes rather than trying to correct them
Believe that if they have the ability, they shouldn’t have to try hard
Not deal ell ith frustration and setbacks, sometimes giving up or cheating.

Process Praise: Focus on
Your Language
The language e use ith our
students/children is very important in
shaping a gro th mindset. Work to use
process praise instead of focusing on
person-centered praise.
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MINDSET
Language to Promote a Growth Mindset Handout

Link to Language to Promote a Growth Mindset Handout
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BOOK LIST
Grades K-4
Anh’s Anger - by Gail Silver and Christiane 0römer [Feelings, Regulation]
Beautiful Oops - by Barney Saltzberg [9indset, 3earningK-4
from 9istakes]
vogger - by Shirley Hughes
Feelings - by Aliki [Feelings, Insight]
Glad Monster, Sad Monster: A Book About Feelings - by Anne 9iranda & Ed Emberley
[Feelings, Insight, Regulation]
Have You Filled A Bucket Today? - by Carol 9cCloud [Empathy, 0indness Connection]
I’ m Mad vealing With Feelings - by Elizabeth Crary [Feelings, Insight, Regulation]
I’ m Frustrated vealing With Feelings - by Elizabeth Crary [Feelings, Insight, Regulation]
In My Heart: A Book of Feelings - by Jo Witek [Feelings, Insight, Connection]
Ish - by Peter H. Reynolds [9indset, Connection, Effort]
Listening Larry at School - by Elizabeth Sautter and 0risten Wilson [3istening, 9indfulness]
My Many Colored vays - by vr. Seuss
Not A Box - by Antoinette Portis [9indset, Critical-Thinking/Creativity, Collaboration]
On Monday When It Rained - by Cherryl 0achenmeister
One - by 0athryn Otoshi [Empathy, Insight]
Puppy Mind - by Andre

Jordan Nance [9indfulness]

The vot - by Peter Reynolds [9indset, Empathy]
The Fantastic Elastic Brain - by JoAnn veak [9indset, Neuroscience, 3earn from 9istakes]
The Girl Who Never Made A Mistake - by 9ark Pett & Gary Rubinstein
The Lemonade Hurricane - by 3icia 9orelli and Jennifer E. 9orris [9indfulness]
The Invisible Boy - by Trudy 3ud ig [Insight, Empathy, Connection, Collaboration]
The Listening Walk - by Paul Sho ers and Aliki [3istening, 9indfulness]
The Pinkish, Purplish, Bluish Egg - by Bill Peet [Empathy, Stereotypes, Connection,
Collaboration]
The Three Questions - by John 9uth [9indfulness, Friendship]
Those Shoes - by 9aribeth Boelts [Empathy, Insight, Connection]
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BOOK LIST
Grades K-4
Tiny Stitches: The Life of Medical Pioneer Vivien Thomas - by G endolyn Hooks [Empathy, Insight,
Connection, Cultural Responsiveness]
Two - by 0athryn Otos [Empathy, Insight, Connection]

K-4

Visiting Feelings - by 3auren Rubenstein [Feelings, Insight]
What vo You vo With A Chance? - by 0obi Yomada [9indset, Critical-Thinking]
What vo You vo With An Idea? - by 0obi Yomada [9indset, Critical-Thinking]
What vo You vo With A Problem? - by 0obi Yomada [9indset, Critical-Thinking]
What voes It Mean To Be Present? - by Rana viOrio [9indfulness]
What the Ladybug Heard - by Julia vonaldson [3istening, 9indfulness]
When I Feel Angry - by Cornelia 9aude Spelman [Feelings, Insight, Regulation]
When Sophie Gets Angry- Really, Really Angry…- by 9olly Garrett Bang [Feelings, Insight, Regulation]
Zero - by 0athryn Otoshi [Empathy, Connection, Collaboration]
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BOOK LIST
Grades 5-8
Are You There God? It’s Me Margaret - by Judy Blume [Insight, Empathy, Connection]
Charlotte’s Web - by E.B. White [Empathy, Connection, Collaboration]

K-4

Clancy’s Coat - by Eve Bunting [Insight, Connection, Problem-Solving]
Crazy Lady! - by Jane 3eslie Conly [Empathy, Courage, Connection]
Sounder - by William Armstrong [Collaboration, Empathy, Cultural Responsiveness]
Great-Uncle Albert Forgets - by Ben Schecter [Compassion, Empathy, Connection]
Phoenix Rising - by 0aren Hesse [Critical-Thinking, Problem-Solving, Connection]
The Gift - by Aliana Brodmann [Cultural Responsiveness, Connection]
The Gift of the Magi - by O. Henry [Insight, Connection, Selflessness]
The Happy Prince and Other Tales - by Oscar Wilde [Connection, Collaboration, Regulation,
Critical-Thinking]
The Hundred vresses - by Eleanor Estes [Empathy, Insight, Connection]
The Summer of Swans - by Betsy Byars [Empathy, Insight, Connection]
Walk Two Moons - by Sharon Creech [Empathy, Insight, Connection]
Wonder - by RJ Palacio [Empathy, Insight, Connection]
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BOOK LIST
High School
All the Colors We Are – by 0atie 0issinger & Wernher 0rutien [Collaboration, Empathy,Cultural
Responsiveness]
A Tale of Two Cities - by Charles vickens Hope

K-4

Black vove, White Raven - by Elizabeth Wein [Collaboration, Empathy, Cultural Responsiveness]
Hidden Figures - by 9argot 3ee Shetterly [Collaboration, Empathy, Cultural Responsiveness]
Kindred: A Graphic Novel Adaptation - by Octavia E. Butler [Connection, Empathy, Cultural
Responsiveness]
Hope Leslie - by Catharine 9aria Sedg ick [Collaboration, Empathy, Cultural Responsiveness]
The Boy in the Striped Pajamas - by John Boyne
The Lorax– vr. Seuss - [Critical-Thinking

/environmental or other social issues]

The Story of Martin Luther King, Jr., – Johnny Ray 9oore [Collaboration, Empathy, Cultural
Responsiveness]
Wuthering Heights - by Emily Bronte [Critical-Thinking, Empathy]
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BOOK LIST
High School
All the Colors We Are – by 0atie 0issinger & Wernher 0rutien [Collaboration, Empathy,Cultural
Responsiveness]
A Tale of Two Cities - by Charles vickens Hope

K-4

Black vove, White Raven - by Elizabeth Wein [Collaboration, Empathy, Cultural Responsiveness]
Hidden Figures - by 9argot 3ee Shetterly [Collaboration, Empathy, Cultural Responsiveness]
Kindred: A Graphic Novel Adaptation - by Octavia E. Butler [Connection, Empathy, Cultural
Responsiveness]
Hope Leslie - by Catharine 9aria Sedg ick [Collaboration, Empathy, Cultural Responsiveness]
The Boy in the Striped Pajamas - by John Boyne
The Lorax– vr. Seuss - [Critical-Thinking

/environmental or other social issues]

The Story of Martin Luther King, Jr., – Johnny Ray 9oore [Collaboration, Empathy, Cultural
Responsiveness]
Wuthering Heights - by Emily Bronte [Critical-Thinking, Empathy]
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BOOK LIST
Immigrant & Refugee Students:
Cultural Responsiveness
Books specifically aimed to support immigrant and/or refugee students and/or help all
students gain understanding and empathy for other cultures and expand their worldview

Grades K-5
Four Feet, Two Sandals by 0aren 3ynn Williams and 0hadra 9ohammed
Muktar and the Camels by Janet Graber
My Name Is Sangoel by 0aren Williams
Stepping Stones: A Refugee Family's Journey by 9argriet Ruurs
Brothers in Hope: The Story of the Lost Boys of Sudan by 9ary Williams
Silent Music: A Story of Baghdad by James Rumford
Teacup by Rebecca Young
The Red Pencil by Andrea vavis Pinkney grades 4 and up

Middle/High School
Lost Girl Found by 3eah Bassoff and 3aura ve3uca
Stormy Seas: Stories of Young Boat Refugees by 9ary Beth 3eatherdale, illustrated by Eleanor
Shakespeare
Of Beetles and Angels: A Boy’s Remarkable Journey from a Refugee Camp to Harvard by 9a i
Asgedom
Inside Out and Back Again by Thanhhà 3ại
all the broken pieces: a novel in verse by Ann E. Burg
Never Fall vown by Patricia 9cCormick
The Arrival by Shaun Tan
Outcasts United: The Story of a Refugee Soccer Team that Changed a Town by Warren St. John
vrita,My Homegirl by Jenny 3ombard
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LINKS TO ADDITIONAL RESOURCES
Mind In The Making: 9ind in the 9aking 9IT9 , developed by Families and Work Institute FWI , is an
unprecedented effort to share the science of children’s learning
professionals

ho

ork

Needs HarperCollins,

ith the general public, families and

ith them. Based on 9ind in the 9aking: The Seven Essential 3ife Skills Every Child
by Ellen Galinsky, president of FWI, its mission is to promote E ecutive Function

life skills in adults and through them in children in order to
keep the fire for learning burning brightly in all of
K-4
us.

Thanks! A Strengths-Based Gratitude Curriculum for Tweens and Teens Four lessons to help students
understand the meaning of gratitude and ho
Grade 3evel: The lessons

to cultivate it in their everyday lives.

ere designed for both middle and high school students ho ever, teachers should

feel free to adapt the lessons to meet the needs of their students.
Learning To Breathe is a research-based mindfulness curriculum created for classroom or group settings.
9indfulness is the practice of becoming a are of one’s present-moment e perience
openness as a basis for
regulation, cultivate

ith compassion and

ise action. This curriculum is intended to strengthen attention and emotion

holesome emotions like gratitude and compassion, e pand the repertoire of stress

management skills, and help participants integrate mindfulness into daily life. Each lesson includes ageappropriate discussion, activities, and opportunities to practice mindfulness in a group setting. 3 B has been
researched in many setting and used

ith adolescents and adults. 3 B has been recognized in the

5 CASE3

Collaborative for Academic, Social, and Emotional 3earning Guide as meeting research criteria for
effective SE3 programs.
Association for Mindfulness in Education: 9indfulness in Education:the Foundation for Teaching and
3earning: The Association for 9indfulness in Education is a collaborative association of organizations and
individuals

orking together to provide support for mindfulness training as a component of 0-

education.

Random Acts Of Kindness: The Random Acts of 0indness Foundation. We believe that kindness starts
One compliment, one smile, one kind act, one person. Our mission is to change schools, the
and society through kindness. We

ith one:

orkplace, families

ork to ard that goal by creating free content that promotes kindness

to ard others & teaches important kindness skills to kids.
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